Cheating: a response to college pressures
By Robert Clark
Cheaters never prosper
they?

or do

During each student’s college
career, he or she often has to contend with the pressures and
demands of various grading
systems. One way many students
meet these pressures and demands
is by cheating.
21 -year -old
One
SJSU
aeronautics junior believes cheating
is sometimes justified.
"There is too much emphasis on
getting a good grade," he said.
"You’re screwed if you don’t get
good grades. Actually, the grading
system impedes the learning
process.

"I’ve cheated too many times to
count. But I don’t cheat as a rule,
only when I don’t know the answer.
Usually,! just look at someone else’s
paper. But I’ve always felt guilty for
it.
"It’s easy, actually. You can’t
get caught. I’ve never heard of
anybody getting caught, and
chances are you won’t."
Another self-professed cheater,
a 22-year-old political science
senior, said cheating is necessary.
"You’ve got to do it if you’re
going to make it," she said.
"Especially if the teacher grades on
a curve. I cheat a lot not like all the
time, but whenever I need to.

"Usually, I don’t feel too bad
about it. It’s not like the worst thing
you can do, you know. Besides, most
people do it."
One 22-year-old business administration senior claims he has
never cheated.
"I think most of the older
students don’t cheat," he said.
"Most of them know what they want
and they’re here to learn. On term
papers, though, cheating is
epidemic."
Terry Christensen, associate
professor of political science, said he
doesn’t think there is "a lot of
cheating" in his courses.
"There are cases," he said. "My

assignments are hard to cheat on in
terms of copying. But what I
sometimes do get is plagiarism. I’ve
even had students plagiarize stuff
I’ve written and handed out in class.
"Part of the problem is that I
don’t think students here know what
plagiarism is: you’re not supposed
to copy other peoples’ work and not
credit them.
"Actually, I don’t worry about
cheating; it doesn’t hurt anybody
but the cheater, really. I don’t grade
on the curve.
"If students want to cheat,
they’ll cheat. If they learn while
they’re cheating, OK. If they don’t
learn, they’re the losers."
(Continued on Page 91
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SJSU response to GE revision spurs
postponement of formal presentation
No review until June
for affirmative action;
report in committee
The SJSU Academic Senate has
referred the university’s annual
affirmative action report to committee, but some senate members
say a comprehensive review will not
be made before June.

accompanying cover letter that
"more needs to be done to ensure the
accuracy, completeness and utility
of the data" contained in the report
compiled by University Affirmative
Action Officer Steve Faustina.

"I doubt if the Affirmative
Action Committee will have ample
time to make a substantial review of
the report this semester," said
Academic Senate secretary Lucille
Vattimo, adding that the length of
the report will cause further delay.

The report is the first of a series
of annual affirmative action reports
that are required to be released
publicly according to the SJSU affiramtive action plan adopted in
June 1975.

The committee has been
charged with reviewing the two-anda-half inch thick document and
recommending policy changes or
procedures to the senate.
The report, summarizing
SJSU’s status on affirmative action
for 1975-76, indicates that the
university has not achieved specific
affirmative action goals in the initial
hiring and promoting of regular
academic faculty.
Upon release of the report, SJSU
President John Bunzel stated in an

The senate will distribute copies
of the report to all accademic deans,
department chairpersons, and
senate members.
Copies will also be made
available in the campus affirmative
action office some time this month.
Affirmative action requires nondiscrimination in hiring practices
and active recruitment of minorities
and women in staff and faculty
positions where they are underrepresented, according to federal
Department of Health, Education
md Welfare guidelines.

By Marcene Fehrman
Reactions to a proposed revamp
of SJSU’s general education
requirements have flooded the
Academic Senate’s GE committee
and forced postponement of a formal
presentation until October.
"Due to a great deal of commentary on the proposal, the
committee has not found it possible
to complete its review," said
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns last week.
Burns also said the California
State University and Colleges
system is preparing a proposal to be
issued in June which, he said, could
affect SJSU’s plan.
"We have gotten comments
from literally everybody," said

The proposed changes would
add 14 units of required GE courses
to both lower and upper divisions.
The
plan
emphasized
establishing
interdisciplinary
courses, improving students’
reading and writing skills and
broadening learning in the GE
curricula.
According to the original
schedule, the Academic Senate
should have concluded debate on the
GE revamp by April 3 and forwarded its findings to SJSU
President John Bunzel for his
consideration.

Conradson denied the delay had
anything to do with Bunzel’s
resignation and the idea that the
next SJSU president will be the one
to finally approve the proposal.
Implementation of the plan was
set for fall 1979, but Conradson
thinks the committee was "possibly
too ambitious" to have expected a
total changeover by then.
She believes some interdisciplinary courses and other
aspects of the plan could be underway by then, in spite of the delay.
Conradson said that since the
February open hearing where
campus reaction to the proposal was
invited, the committee has met with
representatives from SJSU schools
and departments and individuals
and reviewed their comments.

"What was presented at the
open hearing was a framework and
not a finished product," she said. "It
was not gospel."
She said little more will be done
on the GE proposal this semester.
On specific issues of the plan,
Conradson said "There are
problems
with
licensing
requirements of professional
programs like engineering and
nursing that are being considered."
The plan suggests that a basic
skills exam be given to all incoming
students.
"When students pass the
exam," Conradson said, "they
receive credit for the GE
requirements and must take no filler
MUMS."

Doesn’t want to ’monopolize’ position

Wright won’t run for a second term
Steve Wright won’t be seeking a
second term as A.S. president, but
he still may be lobbying for the
students of SJSU at the statewide
level.
"The main reason I’m not
running is because I think there are
competent and fully knowledgeable
people to succeed," Wright said.
His term expires June 30.

A.S. candidates’ debate is cancelled
A debate between candidates for A.S. office in this
year’s election, scheduled for noon today on the S.U.
upper pad, has been cancelled.
According to A.S. Executive Assistant Robert
Crawford-Drobot, the debate conflicted with activities
being held by the Women’s Center.
A.S. Treasurer Maryanne Ryan, a Student Independent Party candidate for the A.S. presidency, said
members of the Other 90 Percent party are attending the
Women’s Center activities and would have been unable to
attend the debate.

Diane Conradson, natural science
professor and one of seven on the GE
committee. "The delay will give us
time to review and consider them."

Ryan said the debate will be rescheduled.
"We’re trying to get that together right now," she
said. "We’re trying to find a time that will encompass
everybody."
The Other 90 Percent last week challenged Ryan and
the other SIP candidates to a debate in what they called an
attempt to spur government "sensitivity and accountability."
SIP accepted the challenge and agreed to debates that
were to be held today and April 18.
The April 18 debate is still scheduled.

"I also don’t think someone in
this position should monopolize it,"
he said.

Spartan Shops in fall 1975, and was
editor-in -chief of the Daily during
the spring 1976 semester.

Wright said "his most eager
prospect" for the future is applying
for the job of a full-time year-round
lobbyist in Sacramento.

During the academic year of
1976-77, he was A.S. public information officer before becoming
A.S. president this past year.

He said he would be working for
the California State University and
Colleges
Student
Presidents
Association, lobbying for student
needs throughout the system.

He described the office of A.S.
president as "the last step" in terms
of his political involvement with
SJSU, and said he doesn’t see
anywhere else to go from there.

Wright , 25, said he has had
many unique experiences that have
"opened up my eyes to a whole new
world...of the politics of education."
He said "different techniques,
different emphases and different
approaches" to the office of A.S.
president should be encouraged as
much as possible.
Wright said he has had "plenty
of opportunity to get across some of
my own views and values" during

Steve Wright
the time he has served in various
official roles at SJSU.
Wright was a Spartan Daily
reporter covering A.S. and the

Wright has no immediate plans
to continue school. By May he will
have completed the requirements
for degrees in journalism and
political science and said he is
looking forward to applying some of
the knowledge he has learned in a
’’freer spirit" than exists in the
enclosed world at SJSU.
"And besides, I’m getting kind
of tired of being economically
depressed," he said.

American Indians protest Bakke case,
gather support for movement at rally
By Jean Nunes
The Bakke decision is a
symptom of the racism ingrained
into American society," Professor
Lee Brightman of the Univesity of
California at Berkeley said to an
audience of 135 people yesterday at a
noon rally in the S.U. Amphitheater.
Brightman, a Sioux Indian from
South Dakota, was the main speaker
at the rally which was held not only
to protest the Bakke decision but to
gather support for the American
Indian movement.
American Indian activist Dennis
Banks was scheduled to speak but
was unable to attend because he is

weather
Morning fog expected to burn off
by this afternoon. Today’s high will
be 70, with an overnight low of 54.
Winds will be light or calm.
- SJ SU meteoroiociz Dept.

fighting extradition to South Dakota,
where he faces charges.
The Bakke case is pending
before the U.S. Supreme Court. Alan
Bakke, a white male, sued the
University of California at Davis
because he was declined admission
to medical school while 16 minority
applicants were admitted with lower
grade-point averages than his.
The California Supreme Court
upheld his case as being reverse
discrimination.
"Our constitutional rights have
been violated for 200 years and 40
million blacks and three-fourths of a
million Indians could not bring
anything to a halt," Brightman said.
"But one white man stopped the
whole system."
According
to Brightman,
medical schools have a virtual
monopoly on the American people.
California has a population of 20
million and produces only 900
doctors a year, he said.
"We are not producing enough

doctors and dentists," Brightman
said. "The Indian reservations have
a shortage of 4,200 doctors.
"These people are needed to fill
hospitals and health clinics on the
reservations," he said.
Brightman also said he helped
organize a mass walk from
Sacramento to Washington, D.C., to
fight what he called anti-Indian
legislation.
"The walk started Feb. 11 in
Sacramento with 250 Indians. There
are now 400 walkers. At the end of
the march we hope to have 20,000 to
30,000 people in Washington, D.C."
In the last three to four years,
there have been 11 different pieces
of legislation which are designed to
bring about the end of Indian
reservations, Brightman said.
"The most insidious and vicious
bill ever introduced is the Native
American Equal Opportunity Act,"
Brightman said. "It calls for the
termination of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and an end to the use of tribal
governments on the reservations."

According to Brightman, the
reservations are ruled by tribal
governments where only Indians
can vote in elections on the reservation.
"The American Indians are
fighting five national organizations
and three conservation groups,"
Brightman said. These include the
National Fish and
Wildlife
Association, the Sierra Club and
Friends of the Earth.
The American Indian movement
is desperately seeking support from
non-Indians, Brightman said.
"There is a mammoth campaign to drive all Indians out of the
reservations and there is no way in
the world we can stop this without
non-Indian support."
Other speakers at the rally
included Herbert Aptheker of the
American Institute of Marxist
Studies; Sandi Sherman, Socialist
Workers Party candidate for the San
Jose City Council; and Jan Fisher of
the National Organization for
Women.
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Lee Brightman a Sioux Indian was the main speaker at the rally.
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forum
Skirting issues
It is no secret that a vast portion of the SJSU
campus population is politically apathetic. This
group comprises an estimated 95 percent of
enrollment.
What is surprising is that one Student Independent Party candidate for A.S. executive
office has interpreted this apathy as an endorsement of his party.
Last year’s five percent A.S. voter turnout
"indicates that students feel things are running
smoothly," A.S. Vice Presidential candidate Joe
Trippi said.
"The fact that we (the SIP) are running
unopposed is evidence that people feel adequately
represented," he added.
If anything, however, a turnout of only five
percent is much more serious. It indicates that 95
percent of the students feel student government
isn’t worth a second thought.
It is inaccurate for candidates to assume that
since no one is complaining they must be doing
something right.
Issues in the campus area are many and
varied, and deserve no less than the fullest student
participation possible.
Parking, housing, campus-area crime and the
university zone plan are all major issues confronting students today.
Also of vital importance are the problems
facing women, senior citizens, gays and the
disabled.
Candidates have a fundamental obligation to
air their differences. Instead of hiding behind
platitudes and distortions of logic, a serious effort
should be made to reach the 95 percent who don’t
care, but yet are inevitably affected by the
council’s actions.

District elections
benefit students
By Gary Barger
The district election plan of
electing the San Jose City Council,
scheduled to be offered to voters this
November if approved by the City
Council, will improve the effectiveness of the City Council by
making it more responsive to different areas.
In particular, it will increase the
influence of SJSU students in local
government by giving them the
chance to support a candidate from
the district surrounding the campus
that will be responsive to their views
and needs.
Gory Borger is o
Spartan Doily reporter

The San Jose Charter Review
Committee has recommended a plan
that would divide San Jose into 10
geographical districts, each of
which would elect one council
member. The mayor would still be
elected at large.
Currently all six council
members and the mayor are elected
in at-large elections.
Under this system, no minority
members have ever been directly
elected to council and 75 percent of
the representatives since 1950 have
come from two of the city’s more
affluent sections.
Under the 10 district plan, each
council member would represent
approximately 60,000 persons.
Neighborhoods would gain the opportunity to elect candidates from
their area that would be more
sympathetic and responsive to their
needs and interests than an at-large
candidate.
The district plan of elections
would also allow for minority
representation on the City Council.
The only minority representative
ever on the council is current
Councilman Al Garza and, after an
unsuccessful attempt to be elected,
he made it only because he was
appointed.
A large percentage of San Jose’s
population is Chicano. By basing
elections on districts, those sections
of the city with a high Chicano
population will be able to back and
elect candidates that will give them
the representation they need.
Finally, and most importantly to
students, the proposed district
surrounding SJSU would give them
a chance to have more of a voice in
San Jose politics.
Political science instructor
Terry Christensen told the A.S.

Council, when they passed a
resolution favoring district elections, that under the proposal
"students would gain potential to get
direct representation to council."
Christensen said the 3,000
students who live in what will be
district three if the plan passes,
"form quite a sizeable voting
block."
This would give students the
chance to work for, and have a
reasonable chance of electing, a
candidate who would represent us on
issues such as parking and the
condition of the community
surrounding the campus.
There is an increasing tendency
among cities to move away from atlarge elections to district elections
because district elections give
people more responsive and more
local representation.
Hopefully, San Jose will become
part of the trend.

Watching from a narrow ledge

Apathy: view from left field
By Corinne Asturias
At this very minute a monster is
stalking the SJSU campus. It is
sneaking stealthily through the halls
of Dudley Moorehead, devouring
stackburgers behind philodendrons
in the Student Union, darting across
the lawns between dogs and frisbees
and peeking anxiously at students
over the top of a Spartan Daily.
Coronne Asturtos is a
Spartan Doily reporter

Its strategy is simple: to spray
the entire unsuspecting SJSU
population with a penetrating vapor
that induces apathy. This apathy
leads to ignorance, which then
propagates more apathy...more
ignorance, more apathy, more
functional vegetables on campus.
This vapor is everywhere. It’s in
the cracks of your vinyl briefcase,
between the pages of your spiral
notebooks, under your fingernails,
on the elevator buttons of Tower
Hall. You can’t see it and you can’t
smell it but it soaks into your pores,
clings to your apricot essence hair
and seeps quietly, painlessly into
your brain. Most of the SJSU
population has already been afflicted to one degree or another, and
they don’t even realize it.
Take the typically tragic case of
one victim, Outten Leffield. Poor
mild-mannered Outten, a 23-year-

old undecided-business major who
drives a ’69 Volkswagen with
bbrkes.
squeaksy
listens to KEZR, owns a warm-up
suit with yellow stripes and eats a lot
of cheeseburgers and salads.
Outten can no longer engage in
what he calls "heavy discussions."
He’s afraid he might disagree with
someone or that (heaven forbid!)
someone might disagree with him.
Under normal circumstances Outten
avoids these discussions of controversial matters with a simple
shrug and a grinning "Whatever!"
If he’s really riled he’ll elicit a
cheery "Lighten up!"
Since absorbing the vapor,
Outten operates on a basic premise:
When in doubt, don’t ask questions.
He knows that asking questions is a
sure way to show interest, so he
avoids it. Besides, people might turn
and look at him and he hates obvious
attention. Asking questions not only
means listening to answers which
may be complicated or boring but
it’s also an outright admission that
he doesn’t know something. It is not
cool now to know (Clint Eastwood
figures a lot of things out by playing
it cool. I
Outten doesn’t care about
national, state, local or campus
politics - he’s not running and he
doesn’t even vote ( he only votes for
presidential candidates when
everyone else does - like Richard
Nixon in 1972. But he doesn’t spread
that around because it’s not quite in

vogue yet I.
Outten doesn’t care about
human rights - he’s not gay and he’ll
be on a raft trip June 18-24, and miss
Gay Pride Week.
Outten doesn’t care about the
rights of coal miners - he works in a
drugstore selling key chains and foot
Pads.
Outten doesn’t care about Idi
Amin. He’s not black in South Africa
and he can’t afford Krugerrands.
And Outten doesn’t care about the
Shah of Iran either - he’s not Iranian
and he doesn’t know any political
prisoners.
Outten doesn’t care about inflation - he can still afford Dr.
Pepper and frozen yogurt. When he
graduates and lands his $15,000 a
year job, he’s going to get a push
button phone and a Vega. And
Outten isn’t worried about unemployment - he’s not grad-ating until
next June.
Outten doesn’t care about
starving children in Biafra - his
children won’t starve. And Outten
doesn’t care about poverty in the
United States either - he’s got HoHo’s in his bread box and radials on
his car.
Outten doesn’t care about the
Bakke decision - he’s never going to

apply to medical school.
Outten isn’t really satisfied with
American life - there’s something
about it that doesn’t measure up to
Mannix reruns and Marcus Welby.
He thinks he’s rebelling against the
system by jaywalking and not
paying parking tickets.
But Outten doesn’t realize that
his ignorance and apathy surrendered him to chasing digital watches
and four-way speakers long ago.
Sometimes Outten feels like a
speck of dust. Outten is a speck of
dust that has been sucked into the
star-spangled vacuum cleaner bag
of the American dream along with
all the other inert specks who let go
of their awareness.
Outten Leff ield is (YOU guessed
it) out in left field. The only way he
can regain his consciousness is to
stop seeing the world from the
narrow vantage point of his immediate personal needs and wants.
Ignorance and apathy work hand in
hand, they thrive on each other’s
existence. Outten will have to get rid
of one or the other, before both
completely devour him.
The vapor that attacked Outten’s awareness is apathy and
ignorance. When it gets in your face
I hope you do more than sneeze at it.

letters
Addresses critics
Editor:
Upon reading the "Oscars
misdirected" article in the Spartan
Daily (letters, April 10), I could not
resist commenting on it.
This letter is not so much
directed toward Ms. Johnsen, the
author, but to all the people who
have been criticizing the awards
presented by the Motion Picture
Academy members.
All the people connected with
motion pictures, who are valid
members of the Academy. are sent a
ballot which enables them to vote for
"best picture of the year." When the
nominations are declared, another
ballot is sent so they may vote for
one of the five nominated films.
For 1977, 20th Century Fox had
three of the five pictures: "Star
Wars," "Julia" and -Turning
Point." Since many of the voting
members work exclusively for one
studio, and tend to vote for whatever
film their company happens to have
had nominated, if any, the votes
may not go to the best picture.
Although this does not always
occur, it did this year. The three 4
pitures from Fox were of such equal
perfection and popularity, many of
the votes split three ways, including
many votes from Universal,
American -International
and
Columbia, who had no pictures
nominated.
This paved the way for "Annie
Hall," which had all of United Artists behind it, as well as legions of
Allen fans.
In a way it is a tribute to Fox to

have three pictures nominated. I
would be the first to admit that
"Annie Hall" would not have won
without a split vote, but why not give
credit to a masterpiece comedy and
the man responsible?"
I do not understand Ms. Johnsen’s personal vendetta against
Woody. After all, "Goodbye Girl"
was also a comedy about two people
in love, so what rises it above Allen’s
film?
The six heads of the studios do
not get in a room and vote. It is done
democratically with thousands of
secret ballots sent in by people who
know more about it than you or I.
The film industry has taste and class
in its films, actions and awards.
Mark Furrer
Radio-TV sophomore

Parking solution
Editor:
In regards to the campus
parking problem, a possible solution
is to close off East San Carlos Street
between South Fourth and 10th
streets to through traffic.
This would result in more
available parking space and, at the
same time, would solve the
jaywalking problems on campus.
If the administration, University Police and the city of San Jose
can’t solve our campus problems,
then the solution is to get someone
who can!
Friends, Spartans and countrymen, lend me your ears...
David Akers
Physics junior
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More than $5 million channeled into projects

SJSU’s research spans poetry to rats
By Erik Sjobeck
What do ethnic poets, carsick
rats and Martian polar caps have in
common?
Answer: They have all been
subjects of recent SJSU research
projects.
This year, more than $5 million
will be channelled through SJSU for
research, an increase of half a
million dollars over the prior fiscal

year for awards granted to students
and faculty.
The projects which were
awarded grants varied from a
campus-community poetry festival
which celebrated the achievements
of newer American poets of different
ethnic backgrounds, to a study of the
response of the Martian atmosphere
to the growth and decay of its polar

ice caps.
Also included was a $37,000
award for the assessment of motion
sickness in rats.
Money for research grants
comes from the government and
private business Last year, $2.6
million came from the federal
government, $1.7 million from
private industry and $345,000 from
the State of California.

Alex Haley initiated SJSU grant
for two-year ’Kinte’ library project
Alex Haley, author of "Roots," was the initiator of
one of SJSU’s research grants.
Haley provided the impetus for the two-year "Kinte"
library project initiated in September 1972, according to
Gail Fullerton, SJSU executive Vice President.
The research consisted of genealogical inquiry and
brought together oral and written records of the AfroAmerican family’s lineage.
The grant totaled $556,000 and was funded by the
Carnegie Foundation of New York.
"I wouldn’t be surprised if it didn’t help him in the
publication of ’Roots,’ though it was not a personal quest,"
said Fullerton, who was then director of the SJS Office of
Sponsored Research and Project Services.
"His involvement was at policy level, ( although Haley
maintained ) continuing contact with the researchers,"
she said.
At the time, Haley had already gathered material for
his best-selling novel "Roots."
Haley’s novel was later made into a popular TV
serialization, the most highly -rated television program
ever aired.
The "Kinte" project, named for the main protagonist
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in the novel, included the examination and reproduction of
slave ship records, plantation records, slave letters
though few), the letters and records of free blacks, and
10,000 pages of Work Projects Administration interviews
with ex -slaves.
The researchers also collected much of the oral
history of the black slave saga from Africa, the West
Indies and Brazil.
In Africa, interviews were taped with "griots"
Africans trained from youth in the narration of
memorized factual histories of villages and family clans.
Interviewees included "griot" Kebba Kanga Fofana
of the Juffure village in Gambia. Fofana’s earlier
narration had provided Haley with vital linking clues to
his personal lineage.
The "griot" tradition is rapidly dying out in Africa,
Fullerton said.
As a result of the project, she said, the Kinte Library,
a repository of these tapes and letters, was established in
Washington, D.C. It is the only library of its kind in the
United States.
"We I SJSU I were the fiscal agent," Fullerton said.

flashback
, On this day in:
1963: "This building
closed," read the sign
nailed to the locked doors
of Tower Hall as SJS
students returned from
spring vacation.
The tower, long the
landmark of the campus,
had been declared unsafe
by the State Division of
Architecture and had been
ordered closed by the
California State Colleges
Board of Trustees.
The tower was called
"unsafe in the event of an

earthquake" by the state
investigators, who said
they had found numerous
cracks in the ceiling and
window archways of the
tower and Morris Dailey
Auditorium, as well as
pieces of plaster that had
fallen loose.
The investigators also
said the two-ton bell in the
tower was inadequately
supported by its wood
frame.
After the closing,
students, faculty and staff
banded together to send a

telegram to the then- Gov.
Edmund G. )Pat) Brown
asking him to help save the
structure.
The building was
eventually refurbished to
meet the trustees’
requirements
and
reopened, and has been
used by students since.
The auditorium in the
building is currently in the
midst of an effort by
students
and
administrators to have it
refurbished
and
remodeled.

The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration/Ames Consortium awarded Robert Fox,
associate professor of psychology,
funds to assess the rat as a model for
motion sickness research.
"A lot of astronauts get motion
sickness in space," Fox said. "It’s a
serious problem."
His research is part of a larger
plan in which other scientists are
working with cats and monkeys, Fox
said.
Most of the $37,000 was spent on
researchers salaries, he said.
"I’m relatively confident that
we’ll be able to produce something
that will contribute to the space
program," he said.
John Galm, English Department chairman, received $12,000
from the city of San Jose’s Fine Arts
Commission to stage a series of
poetry readings, which featured
such poets as Audrey Lorde, Sandra
McPherson, N. Scott Momaday,
Gwendolyn Brooks and Ethridge
Knight.
"They were all first-rate poets,"
Galm said. "The Ethridge Knight
reading was one of the most
powerful things I’ve ever heard.
People were in tears at the end."
The project included two-day
visits in which the poets were
available to SJSU students for
scheduled workshops. Tapes were
made of the readings and may be
found in the humanities section of
the SJSU library, Galin said.
Christopher A. Riegel, chairman of the Meteorology Department, was the initiator of the
Martian polar cap study.
NASA/Ames awarded him $7,000 to
determine if Martian winds coming
off the ice caps in winter will be
hazardous to future landing craft.
In this project, a physical mathematical model has been
developed which will duplicate the
conditions on Mars, Riegel said. The
study is still being conducted.
The Schools of Science and
Education generally receive the
highest share of research funds,
according to John Hutzel, director of
the SJSU Foundation.

The foundation is the agency in
charge of handling funds for
research.

research projects, he said, but
needed a staff of 42 full-time employees.

The top 10 SJSU schools
awarded grants for research, and
the amount each received for the
1976-77 school year were: education,
$1,280,740; science, $1,144,922; social
science, $501,840; social work,
$488,8/6; business, $266,466; applied
arts and sciences, $248,814;
engineering, $137,475; graduate
studies, $110,669; student services,
$81,306; and humanities and arts,
$73,971.

"We are undoubtedly the most
efficiently run operation in the whole
( CSUC ) system," Hutzel said.

Grants to the School of
Education deal mainly with
curriculum development and
training teachers, especially in
bilingual education, Hutzel said.
Hutzel said SJSU was second in
the California State University and
Colleges system in terms of total
awards ($4.5 million
with 163
projects handled last year by a staff
of 13 full-time employees.
San Diego State University led
with $9.5 million awarded for 112

This year’s totals indicate the
largest increase in research activity, 12 percent, was made by the
School of Social Work. This is due to
a greater interest in community
development, according to Hutzel.
Research has been changing
recently into areas such as
alcoholism, said Ann Woosley,
acting director of the SJSU office of
Sponsored Research and Project
Services.
"The other big thing today in
research is energy," Woosley said.
"It’s one of the biggest things going.
"SJSU has an absolutely excellent record for getting awards,"
she said. "If students or faculty are
interested in finding sources for
research programs, we will do
anything we can to facilitate the
finding and acquiring of grants."
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Prof filming play on flagmaker Ross
’A little late’ for Bicentennial

gera
photo by Al Dangerfield

Betsy Ross (Helen Center), and her third husband, John Ross (Brad Ryder) are directed by Clarence Flick,
theater arts professor and writer of "Betsy."

The fireworks, speeches and tall ships have come and
gone, but one Bicentennial event s just now being completed with the filming of a TV play by an SJSU professor
on the life of Philadelphia flagmaker Betsy Ross.
"Betsy," a romantic musical set in the Revolutionary
War era, was written and produced by Dr. Clarence Flick,
an SJSU theatre arts professor, who directed the play in
both on- and off- campus locations.
"I started writing ’Betsy’ in 1975 and didn’t finish it
until January 1976, which was a little late to prepare for a
Bicentennial production," said Flick. "But I felt it was
important enough to produce it as a television play, so we
launched production at San Jose State."
It took Flick 10 months to write the play and six
months to finish the music. A cast and crew of 20 students
from the theatre arts and music departments helped Flick
with the 45 hours of filming during the last month and a
half.
"I chose Betsy Ross as my subject because the central character of a woman in the Revolution is so seldom
explored. She had such a unique role as an independent
Philadelphia businesswoman, a flagrnaker and a partner
in the formation of a Free Quaker society," said Flick,
who considers Ross to be one of America’s first feminists.
"Betsy was a remarkable person in the sense that she
ran her own business. It was a real rarity for a woman
tooperate as a business figure in the late 1700’s. She was
very active and ran her own business virtually up to the
time of her death."
Although Ross lived until 1836 when she died at the
age of 84, Flick’s play touches only on the ten-year period
from 1773-1783 when Ross lost her first two husbands as
casualities of the Revolutionary War and married for the
third and final time.

Greek tragedy ’shocking’ at SJSU
the primary characters’
actions.
Muscles are further
tensed by spooky moog
synthesizer music, used
sparingly yet effectively by
Allen Strange, associate
professor in music at SJSU.
Lighting is too bright.
More spotlighting would
have made the production
more potent.
Tickets for "Medea"
are $1.50 for students and
senior citizens. General
admission is P. Call the
University Box Office at
277-2777 for more information.
As an eerie production,
"Medea" isn’t for the
queasy. But the performances are simply
brilliant.

By Hilary Ann Roberts
Using shocking and
bloody intensity, "Medea"
demonstrates what happower,
when
pens
possession and betrayal
incur the wrath of a
woman. There are no
options in this stark world,
and she subsequently takes
out her tortuous agony on
everyone who touches her.

review
poet
by
Written
Robinson Jeffers from
Euripides’ original 5th
Century B.C. tragedy, the
two-act play opens tonight
at 8 in SJSU’s Studio
Theater at Fifth and San
It
Fernando streets.
continues to play April 13
through 15.
Karen Martans leads
the 12-member cast as
Medea, a woman exiled
from her home; with
Dennis Martin as Jason,
the husband who left her
and their two young sons
for political glory; and
Diane George is Medea’s
feisty, always encouraging
nurse.
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All three of her husbands had been her girlhood
suitors. Ross’ third husband, John Claypoole, was the
cellmate of her second husband, Joseph Ashburn, who
died while imprisoned in England.
Claypoole and Ross were married after he returned
from England with word of Ashburn’s death.
Flick, who re-read the whole history of the
Revolutionary War to gain background for his musical,
said the story combines elements of "romance, tragedy,
sacrifice and determination."
Starring as Betsy in the production is graduate music
student Helen Centner. Radio-television majors Brad
Ryder and Larry Jensen respectively portray Betsy’s
first and second husbands, John Ross and Joseph Ashburn. Her last husband, John Claypoole, is played by
music major Lance Phillips.
Norman Romwall, who entered SJSU last year under
the Over-60 program and subsequently won honors in a
campus oratorical competition, plays the part of Betsy’s
father, Samuel Griscom.
Thomas Thomasello, an SJSU music student, served
as arranger and director of the play’s music, also written
by Flick.
All that remains now is editing, which Flick says
should take about three weeks. "I hope to get it down to 90
minutes, but it may run as long as two hours," he said.
He hopes to see the final, color videotaped version
broadcast this May on cable TV as well as channels 11 and
54.
Instead of having to film the entire production as a
complete play, Flick said SJSU now has the facilities to
film television programs like "Betsy" one scene at a time,
in the same manner as commercial productions.
"This is my sixth or seventh musical," said Flick.
"I’ve found that if you write the play along with the lyrics
it’s much easier than if you try to write them separately.
The songs in my plays reveal character, very much like
Shakespeare’s soliloquies. They’re an integeral part of the
play itself."
Next year Flick hopes to produce one of two musicals
he’s written. The first deals with the mysterious Sarah
Winchester, who kept carpenters busy for years working
on her sprawling San Jose mansion.
The other possibility is a play he described as "a
musical version of the emperor’s new clothes set in
Africa, with an allblack cast."
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San Jose,Ca.
365 San Antonio Road
941-3600
Ut View, Ca.

FRIDAY IN SAN JOSE

(From left to right): the tutor (Fred Jefferson) and nurse are both sullen and cautious as Jason (Deniis
Martin) greets his sons (David Hamilton and Richard Steiner). Medea (Karen Martens) plots revenge.
Jenkins,
Robert
theater arts professor,
directs.
Like its classic Greek
original, "Medea" spans
only the play’s action,
about one hour and 45
minutes. The tragedy
derives from the conflict
inherent when lovers,
brought together by adventure or physical
passion, become desperate
when separated.
Raised a barbarian
princess, Medea does what
her heart tells her she must
Its climax is terrifying.
"Jason, how have you
pulled me down to this hell
of vile thoughts?" she spits
’1c ?Is

’:t

out. -I loved you once and I
of
ashamed
am
it...Loathing is endless.
Hate is a bottomless cup."
The set, made of
wooden blocks and steps, is
laid out to purposely break
usual
the
down
audience/artist distance.
The action of the play takes
place above, below, behind
and all around the
audience.
Seating is also fluid
and can change during the
performance.
All characters wear
loose white dresses, tops or
trousers. The simple
costuming allows the
audience to go right into
the harsh reality of

Medea’s world.
The production’s first
half tends to drag with
beefy
Medea’s
monologues, but the second
act moves quickly and
forcefully.
Karen Martan’s Medea
is absolutely breathtaking.
With auburn hair flaming,
her lips contorting, Martan
personifies a tortured
woman. Martan tackles
her part easily, ensuing
empathy and sympathy in
a woman gone mad with
passion.
Forcefully and sexily
played by Dennis Martin,
Jason is a powerfully built
man to be reckoned with.
Martin must stand within
Ig

r- ’

’

audience view without
speaking during the play’s
first 20 minutes or so, and
his boredom is apparent.
But once he opens up.
watch the sparks fly.
Diane George as the
nurse is powerful without
taking away from the
conflict between Medea
and Jason. Even when
outside the action, she
aptly listens, feels, and
acts.
Chorus members
Karen Johnson, Suzanne
Lynk and Doreen Remo
work well together. By
alternately reassuring and
fearing Medea, they keep
the plot line moving
without sacrificing any of
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STAR WARS
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY
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THE PLANETS
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Mary Ann Kestyus, speech pathology senior, works with a 5 -year -old boy during a session in the SJSU
Speech and Hearing Center. The Center’s clients ages range from 11 months to 80 years. Services ore free
to SJSU students.
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Comic strip exhibition in S.U.

so

By Kevin Fagan
For some people the
thought
of
framing
newspaper comic strips
and exhibiting them is
preposterous - they’ll say

a
to
e,

k.

es
y.

objects.
All but a few of the
strips are originals drawn
by the artists. Included is a
1940 Mickey Mouse episode
drawn by Walt Disney, a

Gordon episode.
There is more to these
comics than pleases the
eye, though. The changing
layers of time may be
viewed as well: here Apple

SCaROEPER HOW WOULD
DU LIKE A JO PLAYIN&
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For instance, a typical
Winnie Winkle Sunday
page of 1925 had 12 panels
containing 558 words of
dialogue, and a typical 1977
Sunday page had 6 panels
and 98 words of dialogue.

PigybUTO

’a
in

he best use for them is to
line the bird cage.
But for an increasing
number of others comics
have become a treasured
art form, and for those
people the Student Union is
offering a rare exhibition of
everything from the Yellow
Kid to Charlie Brown.

1

Until April 21 the S.U.
Art Gallery will feature
selections from the comic
strip collection of I,os
Angeles comic connoiseur
Murray Harris. Although it
is only one-tenth of those he
owns, Harris’ display is
valued at 870,000 and includes dozens of both strips
and comic-related toys and

=1

Thimble Theatre episode in
which Popeye was still only
a minor character, and a
1962 Peanuts strip.
The newsprint displays
are no less interesting,
however. In this category
are three pages of Richard
Outcalt’s Yellow Kid strip
from 1896 when it was
originated in the New York
World. This comic strip,
depicted the exploits of a
bald-headed, flop -eared
urchin in a long yellow
nightshirt, is considered
the first of the American
funnies.
For those with a yen
for science fiction, there is
of the first Flash
copy
a

Mary struggles through the
1930’s depression; there
Ella Cinders rollics with
Hollywood high society of
the 1920s. And if Juliet
Jones’ 50s midi dresses’
Buster
look quaint,
Brown’s knickerbockers
will look foreign by comparison.

She added that the
center is exactly what they
hoped for in the beginning,
"a real homey place where
people can come, relax,
and have friends.
Other psychologists at
Paul
the clinic are
Hamilton, Jack Erwin,
Tom Smith and Barbara
Stern, Main’s specialty is
working with cancer
patients; Hamilton’s is
work with molested
’ children; Erwin’s main
interest is child abuse;

1

Smith’s is work with the
gay community;
and
Stern’s is work with sex
therapy.
Along with the five
SJSU graduates are interns
from SJSU working for the
clinic on their graduate
program.
"Most of the people we
see are individual adults,"
Main said. "However, we
do counsel couples, groups,
children, students, and
families. No one we work
with is ever severely
psychotic."
The center deals
mostly with identity and
relationship problems. "All

of us are licensed
marriage, family, and
child counselors," Main
said.
The center sees about
80 to 100 people weekly and
the sessions run for one
hour. Most clients visit the
center once a week, Main
said.
The first location for
the South Bay Community
Center was in the Old
Medical Building at Sixth
and Santa Clara streets,
according to Main. The
new location is 235 E. Santa
Clara St. and has had "a lot
of energy put into it,"
according to Main.

’Anyone who feels they have

a speech problem is welcome
to come on over...’

"Anyone who feels they have a speech problem is
welcome to come on over and have it checked out." she
said.
The clinic is also open to community residents. Armstead said, for a minimal fee ($30 a semester ). Yet even
Dozens of comic - this fee is waived if someone cannot afford it.
inspired toys, statuettes,
"The only requirement is that there be a speech or
and other memorabilia are hearing problem," she said.
interspersed throughout
"Ours is a humanistic profession," Armstead said.
the display, adding per- "We are concerned with the individual and what he wants
spective to the strips. in life.
Seeing toy Buck Rogers
"I think the academic part of the program and the
spaceships and Buster attitudes and feelings of concern for other human beings
Brown blocks bring to mind are equally important," she said. "You must have both."
an image of the tiny hand of
Contrary to the public’s image of speech therapy,
a comics fan playing with
them, making the strips
seem almost real.

Armstead said, -we don’t just work with those who lisp.’ ’
The center deals with problems in articulation,
language, voice ( for instance the 6 foot 4 inch, 250 pound
man with a high squeaky voice, rhythm (stuttering I, and
hearing. Clients range from infants with cleft palates to
adults with a stutter, Armstead said.
"Many people with speech and hearing problems feel
that it’s not worth their time to work so hard to overcome
it," she said.
Armstead spoke of an ex -client who was a stutterer,

’He realized no one would
overcome it for him...
but went on to become a speech therapist.
"He realized that no one would overcome it for
him...that we could give encouragement and direction,
but that he had to do it for himself. And he did."
Armstead explained that there are "rewards" for
stuttering , though stutterers don’t like to admit it. They
are excused from giving oral reports in school, can expect
more time from listeners and can blame external sources
for their problem.
"Yet people stutter for all kinds of reasons," she said.
"Each individual has different reasons and causes."
The clinic functions with the help of an on-going
federal grant, which this year is being used to work on
severe language disorders, Armstead said.
"Attention is also being focused on hearing
evaluations particularly for faculty and staff employees
who work in noisy environments," Armstead said,
"...anyone who suspects they are acquiring a hearing
loss."
Armistead stressed the need for more continuity in the
program.
"What we need as a department program at SJSU,"
she said, "is more full time faculty advisors that will stay
with the students throughout their ( the students’ ) college
careers. Often we have situations where students do not
know who their advisors are."
Due to a decline in enrollment, four full-time positions
have been filled with temporary people, who often leave
SJSU to seek permanent positions elsewhere, she said.
The seven full-time professors on the clinic’s staff are
stuck with more administrative duties.
"What’s important in training students is continuity,"
Armstead said.
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Also, an overview of
how comic art styles have
changed may be observed.
Over the years publishers
have allowed less space to
each comic strip due to
rising newsprint costs.
causing them to become
smaller
and
more
numerous per page.
Compounding this, the

SJSU grads unite
to form low-cost clinic
Three and one half
years ago five SJSU
graduates joined together
to form an orthodox, lowcost therapy counseling
clinic. Each held a special
interest in the field and
each believed in the work.
They became the South
Bay Community Counseling Center.
According to Stanlyn
Main, one of the five, the
group
of
clinical
psychologists started out
with the shared beliefs of
low-cost therapy and
friendships
between
psychologist and client.
The first goal resulted
in charging patients what
they could afford, no
matter how little, and the
second in a unique setting
for counseling.
"Actually the center
itself is very unorthodox,"
Main said. "The furniture
has been donated by
clients. We have plants and
pictures everywhere. One
client painted a mural for

advent of television
shortened people’s attention spans for reading
lengthy comic strips, so in
the last few decades comic
drawing
styles
have
become briefer, are more
simply drawn, and use
fewer words.

By Erik Sjobeck
The five --year - old boy tosses the cardboard dice.
"Can you tell me what those are?" asks Mary Ann
Kestyus, speech pathology senior.
"They’re ducks," he answers.
"They might be ducks," she says.
"Well, they ARE birds!" the boy says with certainty.
On the faces of the dice are pictures of lions, airplanes, trains, butterflies, color crayons and other things
that little boys love.
After each roll of the dice, the boy calls out the score.
"Four...air...planes. Pen...cil. Two...pen...cils. Three
houses and ...thix beans!" he shouts.
Obviously enjoying the game, he rises slowly with a
smug smile and announces, "Tho’ are trucks".
This is an example of therapy provided by SJSU’s
speech and hearing center, where two-thirds of the 130
clients are children.
The center also trains professionals in speech
pathology and audiology. 80 upper division and graduate
students, supervised by faculty advisors, work with the
clients as part of their degree requirements.
"I’m getting training in a field that is going to be
fruitful, that has potential," Judy Beebe, speech
pathology graduate said. "There ar5 many jobs with the
new public laws mandating that every handicapped child
has the right to an appropriate public education."
Clinic co-ordinator Mary Ann Christman agreed.
"There are many jobs in this field because public law
94-142 has opened up many language classrooms in public
schools," she said.
Public law 94-142 is a recent federal law that requires
state education agencies to develop and administer
services for the handicapped.
"I don’t even worry about getting a job," Carol
Yamane, junior in speech pathology, said. "There are
always jobs posted on the bulletin boards."
Evaluation and therapy of any speech or hearing
problem is offered free of charge to any SJSU student or
faculty member, according to Kay Armstead, acting
director of the center.
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3rd consPcutive triumph

Hitters blitz Hornets
By Anne Brennan
SacranentoStretching
its winning streak to three
games, the Spartan I team
blitzed CSU-Sacramento, 60, here yesterday. The win
is the second in as many
days, as SJSU beat the
University of Santa Clara,
4-3, Monday night at
Municipal Stadium.
The Spartans piled ups
4-0 lead in the first inning
against the Hornets. All
four runs were unearned.
Spartan
second
baseman Carey Riberdy
scored the first run on a
single up the middle by left
fielder
Tony
Biondi.
Riberdy reached first base
on an error by Hornet
second baseman Jerry
Galviano. While attempting to steal second,
Hornet catcher Ed Cambra
overthrew second, giving
Riberdy the go-ahead to
third base.
Spartan Rick Lane
scored the third run on
another error by Galviano.
SJSU shortstop Randy
Johnson then scored on a
single by first baseman

Steve Picone.
Boosting their lead to
six, the Spartans scored
two more runs in the third
inning when Biondi and
Johnson scored on a Picone
single to right center field.
Spartan coach Gene
Menges played mostly nonregulars since CSUS is not
in SJSU’s conference.
The win counts in the
Spartans’ overall record,
now at 27-18. It does not
count, though, far their
Northern
California
Baseball Assn. record of 61, which is good for second
place.
-The guys just played
three tough games,"
Menges said. "I didn’t
want any letdowns. The
team is made up of all good
ballplayers and I want to
give the other guys a
chance to play."
In Monday’s game, the
Spartans made a ninth
inning comeback to win the
game.
SJSU was leading 2-0
until Bronco right fielder

Bill Bender tripled up the
right field line and drove in
two runs. Bender then
scored on a wild pitch by
Russ Hayslip, making the
score 3-2.
Dave Nobles relieved
Hayslip and was able to
retire the Broncos before
they could score again.
Bronco pitcher Kevin
Kirby was relieved by Rick
Foley after walking SJSU
right fielder Rod Kemp.
Foley, who pitched a
no-hitter against SJSU last
Friday night, was unable to
keep his excellence at its
peak
intentionally
After
walking shortstop Randy
Johnson, Foley threw a
wild pitch, allowing Kemp
to score the tying run.

Lane then looped a
single to the center, driving
in Pedretti for the fourth
run and the game.
"I was just up there
protecting the plate," a
smiling Lane said after the
game.
"I was surprised they
pitched to him with an
empty base," Menges said.
"It was so good to
come back after having the
game in the bag for 8-1/3
innings," he added. -The
guys just won’t give up."
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With two on base and
two out, catcher Rick Lane
came to the plate. lane
expected Foley to walk
him, so he went to the plate
looking for a good pitch.
Foley decided to pitch to
him, the first one being a
strike.
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Spartan catcher Rick lone sets himself to tag out Fresno State’s Tim Pointon. Lane got the game -winning
hit in the Spartan winn Monday night over Santa Clara, 4-3.

Top-ranked Card netters smash Spartans
By Nancy Hewitt
top -ranked
The
Stanford men’s tennis team
defeated SJSU yesterday,
8-1, on the South Campus
tennis courts.
The Spartans lost
every one of the single’s
matches, but salvaged
some pride by winning one
of three doubles matches.
Paul Batten and David
Couch, the No. 3 doubles
team, were the last ones to
finish as they defeated
Stanford’s Bill Maze and
Andy Chase, 4-6, 6-4, 6-3.
SJSU’s head coach
Butch Krikorian said
Batten and Couch have
been pulling out their
doubles matches in the
third set since the start of
the season.
"They have been
playing
real
well
together," he said.
All three of SJSU’s
doubles teams jumped off
to leads in the first sets, but
let Stanford take the lead at
4-3 in matches one and two.
Batten and Couch lost their
lead in the first set when
Stanford broke a 4-4 tie to
go ahead 5-4.
The Cardinals’ Chase
and Maze jumped off to
take the first game in both
the remaining sets, but
Batten and Couch took the
second and third games of
both sets, and Stanford
never went ahead again in
either of the sets.
"We played good
doubles although we only
won one," Kirkorian said.
(Stanford)
’They

played tough all the way
down the line. Their coach
indicated to me that this
was the best they’ve played
all year, ’ Kirkorian said.
"We knew this was
going to be a tough match
when they beat UCLA last
week who is ranked No. 2.
Stanford will probably be
national champs again this
year. They have been for
the past three years," he
said.

Krikorian doesn’t think
the loss to Stanford will
hurt SJSU’s number 16
ranking since Stanford has
been "beating everyone,
but we have a very close

match coming up this
Friday with San Diego
State."
SJSU will be playing
SDSU at 2:30 on the tennis
courts at South Campus.

Mitchell Wro901 IS) det Brash
Mulhern. 64. 6 I. Rennerl Bourne
(Sr clef Iverson Paulsen. 64. 62
Couch datten (Sib) del Mar, nod.
Chase, 46.6 4,6 3

Men’s Baseball
2 30

at

SJSU’s S.U. Games will host the fifth annual
California Intercollegiate Mixed Bowling Team Championships Saturday and Sunday.
Fourteen mixed collegiate bowling teams will participate with three men and two women on each team.
"This mixed competition is the only one of its kind on
the west coast, and it makes for a very exciting bowling,"
games area director Terry Gregory said.
Awards include a trophy and a new Brunswick I,T-48
bowling ball for each winning team. The prizes will be
awarded to the first and second place schools.
Individual high average and high game awards will
also be given.
A spectators section will be set up so fans can see the
competition. All spectators are welcome.
Information is available from Gregory ( 277-3226) or
Kristin McGuire (277-3222).
For super service see:

Friday
Men’s Tennis hosts San
State. 2p rn

Diego

Paul’s Cycles

Pacific.

rh

Since 1949

Men’s

Saturday
Baseball

--

SCHWINN-RALEIGH-NISHIK I -DEALER

hosts

doubleheader With Pacific, noon
Men’s Track and Field at UC
Irvine. I p

OPEN:

Men’s Goff --at Lake Merced. 1

Tues., Weds., Fri., 8:30-6:00

p rol

Thurs., 8:00-8:30
Sat., 8:30-5:30

Sunday
Men’s Judo
I p m

at CSU Haywarol,

Exhibition
contest set

1435 The Alameda
San Jose, CA
Sales Service
PHONE:
photo by Bob Dawson

by’Quakes
SAN JOSE ’AP) - The
Stutgart team from West
Germany’s top soccer
division will play the San
Jose Earthquakes here in
an exhibition game May 9,
the North American Soccer
League team dnnounced
Tuesday.

ANNOUNCEMENT
iur.?

Renner, ( S1 del Matt Iverson, 63,0

6. 75. LlOyd Bourne IS) del David
Couch, 63, 64. Jolly gas? IS) del
George Mulhern, 6 3.6 2

Sports
calendar

uarrod our donor tees

AS EARTH TOYS
RENTS OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT
NORTH FACE
tents-sleeping bags

Bea lolesaver on Intl

Earn 5200r More on Cash every Week

$20.00 Cash
every Week.

294-8536

Nial Brash, No. 1 singles player on the SJSU squad, makes a forehand return.

BRANDS:

Wo

Stanford 6. SJSU 1
Bill Mare (S) del Nial Brash, 6
2, 61 Matt Mitchell (S1 del Don
Paulsen, 02,62, Perry Wright IS)
Paul Batten, 03, 64. Peter
del

SJSU hosts
pin tourney

CHEAP!

PRICES:
for weekends
sleeping bags $243

SELVA-OPTIMUS
stoves

back packs $346

CLASS 5

tents -$6410

PEAK I
back packs

stoves $1
ice chests 50c
(quoit’s(’ pad 50c

Donate tram a *mak
Fans 010(55 one dabfr0on
00.11 Vous or friend
Hour.. Mon Fri. 7frn.- 2pon
for your cormanianc
Galt

9984b67

SANJOSE PLASMA CENTER

14111 PARK AKE, SAN JOSS
Now donors Ord, dna ad toe $1 00 name your first donation
hiusbond and 1111I. St 00 inch

Remember
TRIP INFORMATION
AVAILABLE

lights $141.50
other equipment
available.

CALL 277-3033
Hours open: Mon. 8-11 2-5 Tues. 8-1 2-5 Wed. 12-5 Thurs. 8-1 2-5 Fri. 12-5
Located in the lower level of the S.U. Next to game area
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sports
Sprinter works for unity
By Sharon Kuthe
One of the most important things to senior
sprinter Ron Whitaker of
SJSU is not winning for
himself on an individual
basis, but for the team as a
whole.
Known as "Whit" to his
teammates, the 6-foot, 180pounder wants the SJSU
track team to finish the
season without another
loss. Whitaker attributes
the team’s loss to CSULong Beach April 1 to a
lack of togetherness on the
team.
According
to
Whitaker
that’s
all
changed now.
"I’m more concerned
with the team effort than
anything. Before the meet
against Long Beach, I felt
we weren’t as together as
we should’ve been, but we
are regrouping now and we
are closer," Whitaker said.
"I think we have the
potential to finish the
season undefeated.
Our sprint relay team
is working hard. Everyone
is working hard for the
team effort. In order to

win, we have to have unity,
plus we have a lot of world
class athletes," Whitaker
said.
Whitaker knows the
team has consistency when
it comes to the performances turned in by
Dedy Cooper and Ron
Livers, but he is looking to
see improvement in
Marcus Washington and
Marlin Rochee.
He feels Rochee has
the potential to become a
great sprinter.
"Rochee has improved
both mentally and
physically. His times are
good now but I think they
will drop sharply within the
next couple of weeks. He
has got what it takes."
As far as freshman
Washington is concerned,
Whitaker feels that he has
the makings of another top
sprinter.
"Marcus is coming
along fast. Right now he is
learning, and soma day
he’s going to fly. Marcus is
not here to take my place
on the team. He’s here to
establish himself."

Women cagers
sign recruits
By Steven Goldberg
Two recruits, including
one of the best high school
players in Northern
California, have signed
letters of intent to join the
women’s basketball team,
according to Coach Sharon
Chatrnan.
Denise Gazaway, 5foot-10 forward who led her
high school team to a state
championship, and 5-foot-4
Tina Glover will join a
team considered to be the
best women’s basketball
team ever to play at SJSU.
The addition of the two
players could give the
Spartans the extra talent
and depth they need to do
well in the Western
Inof
Association
tercollegiate Athletics for
Women regionals, Chatman said.
Gazaway is a big,
quick forward who leaps
and shoots well from
medium range, Chatrnan
said. The Spartans were
looking for that type of
forward, she had said
previously.
"She gets her hand this
far over the rim," Chat’
man said, putting one hand
on the wrist of the other.
"She doesn’t look like she’s
jumping that hard because
she is such a smooth
player."
While Chatrnan doesn’t
think Gazaway will dunk in
game situations, Gazaway
said in a telephone interview she has dunked the

ball in practice.
Gazaway
led
her
school, Fremont High in
Oakland, to victory in the
Tournament of Champions
and was named to the AllTourney squad as well as
being a high school AllAmerican.
Gazaway, who is being
given a full scholarship,
said one of the reasons she
decided to come to SJSU
was because it was closer
to her home than other
schools. Another reason
was Chatman, she added.
"The way
Miss
Chatrnan talked about the
school made it seem attractive to me," Gazaway
said.
Gazaway
started
playing basketball with her
brother, who also helped
her learn the game.
The best part of her
game, Gazaway said, is
blocking shots while the
part she wants to improve
most is setting up on
defense and offense.

From San Francisco’s
School,
High
Wilson
Whitaker was a top
sprinter there. His best
time in the 100 meters is
10.0, which is slightly over
the world record of 9.95
held by Jim Hines.
Whitaker posted that mark
two years ago at the an
Jose Invitational.
Last year, Whitaker
redshirteci from the track
scene. He wanted to devote
his time to playing football,
another sport in which he
excels.
"I needed that year off.
I had suffered a knee injury
earlier and the time off
gave my knee time to
heal," Whitaker said.
As a human performance major and a
business minor, Whitaker
plans to graduate this year.
However, he is not sure
exactly what he will be
doing when that time
comes.
"Right now I have a lot
of contacts but my main
objective now is to get that
degree. I want to prove to

myself that I can get it,"
Whitaker said, "because
that is what I came to
school for. Right now that
is the most important
thing."
When he is out of
school, Whitaker may run
for a track club. Right now,
he says he has contacted
several clubs which said
they would be interested in
having him run for them.
According to sprint and
hurdle coach Larry Livers,
the
"Whitaker
has
potential to be the best
sprinter in the world."
"If he lost a little
weight, keeps his head
together and can avoid
further injuries, he can do
it," Livers said.
As far as a berth on the
United States team for the
1980 Olympics, Whitaker
wants to take it one step at
a time.
"By the time the
Olympics come around, I’ll
be in my prime, and if that
is what I want at that time,

I’ll do it," Whitaker said.
"But right now, I’m not
even thinking that far into
the future. My main concern right now is working
with this team and helping
them defeat UC-Irvine and
University of Oregon."
On a personal level,
Whitaker likes to keep to
himself. In his spare time,
he likes to relax and listen
to music.
"What I do on the track
is public but what I do on
my own time is very
personal to me," Whitaker
said. I’m pretty much to
myself, especially when I
don’t know people well.
Lately I’ve been into the
books and I’ve been getting
a lot of help from my
teachers to help me stay
there."
"The most important
thing to me, though, is
spending time with my girl.
Maliaka, because she is the
most important person to
me," Whitaker said.
Whenever I get the chance
I try to take her to the park
or somewhere where we
can be together."

Ron Whitaker nips Clancy Edwards at the tape in the 100 meters at the Son
Jose Invitational two years ago. ’Whit’ posted his lifetime best mark of 10 flat.

Booters win ’friendly’ Bronco scrimmage
Cross town rivals often don’t make the best opponents, as was proved Monday when SJSU’s booters
faced University of Santa Clara.
The game, which the Spartans won 5-1, was billed in
the words of SJSU soccer Coach Julie Menendez, as a
"friendly scrimmage".
Flying tackles of the roughest kind were being thrown
right and left from both teams.
"Hey, cut that out," Menendez yelled from the
sideline to a Bronco defensive man after throwing a tackle
against Derek Evans who got up limping. "There is no
need to play like that."
Emotions came to a peek when Spartan defensive
man Keith Greene tackled Bronco midsfieldman Mike
Hunter who came up swinging. "I tackled him hard and he
came at me," Greene said. "This always happens in the
Santa Clara games."
Greene said Hunter threw the first punch but Greene

then obliged Hunter with one of his own.
The Spartans first score came on a penalty goal kick
by John Bradley. Bradley was kicking for Easy Perez who
was tripped in the penalty area. Perez came out of the
game with a bruised left knee.
I,ou Kovacs registered the Spartans second score on
an assist from Guilo Bernardi. Bernardi crossed the ball
but was unable to control it and Kovacs kicked it in for the
goal.
Kovacs also got the third point on an assist from Steve
Ryan.
Danny Menendez scored the fourth goal unassisted
and Ryan scored the fifth on a penalty kick.
Ryan kicked the ball hard and the Bronco goalie again
failed to gain control of the ball. Ryan went in for the
second kick, making the score 5-1.
The Bronco’s only score came mid-way throughthe
first half when Fabian Proano kicked the ball past SJSU

goalie Paul Coffee for the point.
"The game was pretty rough," Menendez said. "Both
sides played to win."
Menendez said he is very happy with the team’s
development.
"We are still not as good as we should be," Menendez
said. "But I feel we are further along than any other team
ever has been."
The former Olympic soccer coach, assistant in 1972
and head in 1976, said because he is no longer participating with the Olympics he has more time for the
team during the spring season.
Menendez wants to play as many games as possible
this spring so the players can get used to working with
each other.
"It’s not a rush job," Menendez said. "It takes time to
get a team so they can play well."
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The Vespas are coming!

GRAND OPENING

CELEBRATION
A

TUES. THROUGH FRI. APRIL 11-14

We’re the new Vespa dealer in town. And what
deals we’re making on new Vespa Mo-peds!
Come test -ride the Vespa Ciao* and Bravo.
These shiftless wonders ride almost like bicycles
and get over 150 mpg. Just pedal off and you’re
purring along. Or just pedal for exercise. They’ll
take you anywhere in town with no parking
problems once you get there.
Don’t miss our Grand Opening. Besides the
fun, we’ll be offering some very special deals.

9:00 to 4:00

OUTSIDE BOOKSTORE ENTRANCE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING

iwonounced ’chow" means "hi" in Italian
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on your used Moped!
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Cooperatives
Termed a solution to ’serious’ housing shortage
The lack of SJSU student
housing "is a very serious problem
here, more than we thought," according to Ed Kirschner, director of
Berkeley’s Community Ownership
Organizing Project.
In a workshop Saturday sponsored by the SJSU Housing Office,
Kirschner, along with Joel
Rubenzal, also a director of COOP,
discussed problems of campus
community housing in a fact-finding
program and in discussion groups
that followed.
The current vacancy rate in San
Jose is less than 1 percent, Kirschner said, which leads to a "trend
for students to be priced out,"
Kirschner said. "Low vacancy
causes rents to skyrocket."
Students, with normally low
incomes, have trouble competing
against non -student full-time employees, he said.
"If students can’t find housing,
they won’t come to SJSU," said
Evelyn Robinson, associate housing
director and organizer of the
workshop.
Kirschner and Rubenzal attributed part of the housing shortage
in the campus area to the general
housing shortage in all of Northern
California.
"There is not just a demand

from faculty and students for
housing around the university), but
a city-wide, county -wide and
regional demand" with very little
space for production of new housing,
according to the speakers.
Rubenzal
and
Kirschner
suggested the campus neighborhood
consider cooperative housing as an
alternative to traditional dwellings.
"Unless
the
community,
students and the city of San Jose can
work together to produce new
housing or produce new housing
similar to that of other campuses
that has
like UC-Berkeley
cooperative housing, students will
not be able to find a place to live,"
they said.
Cooperative housing, as
illustrated in Berkeley, where
students own and operate dwelling
complexes, is one of the cheapest
forms of housing, according to
Kirschner.
A housing co-op owned by
students has been found throughout
the program, which has been in
existence throughout the U.S. for 70
years to be cheaper than dorms, he
said.
How much cheaper depends on
the co-op, but the average is one-

photo by Ross Me/son

Edward Kirshner of Berkeley’s Community Ownership Organizing Project discusses housing alternatives with SJSU students at a
workshop Saturday.
third less, according to Kirschner.
housing,
"In cooperate
Rubenzal said, "the cooperate owns
all. Each member of the house owns

a share of it."
"The restriction." Rubenzal
said, "is when you want to sell,"
which requires the member to sell

back to the cooperative.
The cooperative then resells the.
membership without profit and
without disturbing the single project

mortgage.
According to Rubenzal, this
prevents the cooperative from being
"controlled by the market."

Chicano professionals speak at career fair

photo by Allison McLoughlin

-You make me feel like
i..yllt be what liberal studies senior Mary
lindemuth is thinking here of her partner, Ray Tadio, a sophomore art major,
The dance they are doing at last Friday’s International Food Fair is called the
’tinikling,’ one of the main dances in the Philippines.

By Alicia Vitoria
While
live
music
blared and SJSU students
bustled through the crafts
fair in the lower levels of
the Student Union last
week, approximately 600
high
school
students
gathered in the S.U.
Ballroom above.
Coming (rim-. high
schools throughout Santa
Clara County and the
surrounding area, the
students were attending
the Chicano Career
Symposium.
Sponsored by the SJSU
Chicano Association of
Alumni and Graduate
Students, the two-day event
was designed to "motivate
and inspire young Chicanos
to get into the professional
areas." according to
Francisco
Valencia,
executive board member.
As part of the effort,
the symposium featured 12
guest speakers, all Chicano
professionals. Although
their professsions covered
a variety of fields including
law,
engineering,
education and mass
communications, all had
one common characteristic.
They "had not lost the
essence of la raza," said
Barbara
Borrego,
executive board member.
Many Chicanos, after
reaching their professior al
goals, break ties and lose
touch with their cultural

heritage and community,
Borrego said.
After receiving a warm
welcome complete with hot
beverages and pan dulce
( sweet bread Mexican
style), students were
greeted Thursday with the
subtle humor of the
opening speaker, Art
Elliot.
Elliot confessed that
when he accepted the invitation to share the experiences he’d gained
freom his "many fields of
endeavor, I forgot to tell
them that they were in the
lettuce fields of Southern
California, the rice fields of
the San Joaquin Valley,
and the prune fields right
here in the Santa Clara
Valley."
He talked about the
hardships he experienced
in college because of the
language barrier and
financial
struggles.
Although he was honorably
discharged from the army
after being injured in WW
II, "there was no GI bill at
that time" to help him out.
Other forms of financial
aid now available to
students were nonexistent,
he said.
Financial aid "is going
to fizzle out sometime,"
said Rudoffo Sanchez of the
National Coalition of
Hispanic and Mental
Health Organizations in
Washington, D.C. Students
must learn to make it on

The stipend must be
used to purchase textbooks.

Call
For Appointment

For additional information and applications, contact Ten
McLemore at 287-5428 or
Cassandra Moore at 2877837

Resume
Specialists

Sunday April 16th, 1:00 pm
E nt ry Fee: $2.00

(Prized register non

/2:00 pm demonstration of ’’Quadraganinion’
by game designer Norman Cherry.
at the

two very comfortable
The newest Birkenstock has
features- the traditional Birkenstock fit,and what is known in
Germany as our "friendship" price. Because the uppers
are made from a new material created especially for
Birkenstock, we are now able to offer you our most
popular model for just $24.00. Since it feels, looks
and wears very much like
our original leather Birkenstocks,
we call it TheBargain.
So will your feet.

Birkenstock.

GAM-712kBLE
296 E Campbell Avenue, Campbell
Phone: 866-8606
!Imre hour. I I’, ’loin I 1 pin
noir.. It nil Fri ’lib midnight towel %ital.,

ellirer, 0 fire

0’’

Professionally Styled Cuts
FREE
We nerd models to train our licensed apprentices on
tires wed, and thurs evenings after 5 pm
intent and mention this ad
Call now fi,r,
445 Forest Avenue San Jose. Cit
245.9516

ELECTRONIC
DESIGN
CAREERS

Contact your Placement Center to schedule a tune to interview with our
representative.

100 N. Winchester

BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT

elreioft

A representative of the John Fluke Co. will be on your campus Tues.
April 18. Youve invested a lot of faille and effort in developing skills for ii
career. Spending a few minutes with a John Fluke Co. representative
discussing career opportunities may be the most profitable time spent in
your career selection process.

Consultation $20/hr.
Typing S5 page

246-7200

Dianna Gonzales, a
junior from San Jose’s
Lincoln High School, was
pleased with the two-day
event.
"I think they should
have it more often," she
said. "Before, I attended a
different school and they
didn’t tell us anything like
this.-

Our physical location in the Seattle Washington area of the Scenic
Pacific Northwest, coupled with our Engineering Design Team
Excellence. offers Seniors graduating with a BSEE or MSEE outstanding
career opportunities at John Fluke Co. Graduating Engineers receive
immediate "Hand-On- Design responsibilities within one of our Design
Teams.

Applications are now available for a $75 scholarship
presented each year by the SJSU chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority.

PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES

Chacon said "I am not a
Chicano reporter. I am a
reporter who happens to be
Chicano.
"I like to think I’m
more sensitive to them,"
he said, "but I don’t
present my reports in favor
of the Chicano community
because it wouldn’t help
the community or myself."

Having completed most of your academic requirements, you graduating
Seniors are about to make a very important career decision. John
Fluke Co. would like to help you make the right decision. We oiler
challenging and exciting Design careers.

Sorority offers $75 award

The
scholarship,
awarded to an SJSU
student who has shown
high
academic
achievement, will be
presented at a disco dance
April 21 in the S.U. Music
Room.

their own, he said.
Students must develop
confidence and a strong
ego, the national executive
director said. "One that’s
not easily shattered, so that
once they are knocked flat
on their ass, they can get
up again."
One spe:.ker who drew
almost all if the students
was channel 7 news
reporter, Rigo Chacon. The
former SJSU political
science major said his
profession is not as
glamorous as it appears.
"It’s a constant race
with the clock," Chanon
said of his 11 to I2-hour
workdays. "But it can also
be very rewarding."
Asked whether he
thought Chicanos have an
opportunity in the field,

THE
Lace,

11,

60 S. First St.
San Jose. CA 95113

John Fluke Co.

P.O. Box 43210
7001 220th S. West
Mountlake Terrace
Washington 08043
Equal Opportunity Employer MT H

FLUKE
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Students find fallacies, flattery in cheating at SJSU
course; a zero on the test
(Continued from Page
When
he
catches and average the grade in;
someone plagiarizing a forget it or do anything he
paper, Christensen said his wants to do.
"If they want to take
"usual policy is just to give
it back and say, ’you’re university disciplinary
plagiarizing; write another action against the student,
they have to come through
paper.’ "
Christensen said he our office," DuShane said.
remembers a class in "Some cases come to us for
action, and some are just
which he cheated on a test.
"I think I cheated once handled by the professor.
in a freshman biology We get a couple of cases a
class," he said. "It was a semester."
One student who avoids
multiple choice test and I
was peeking over people’s disciplinary action is an 18shoulders. I was always too year-old civil engineering
honest to cheat in a serious freshman who claims the
way - I guess I shouldn’t secret of his success lies in
say honest; it was a not cheating. He said he
combination of honesty and has not cheated in any of
his classes.
fear."
"If I were to do it, I’d
Leroy Posey, professor
of physics, said he has had feel guilty," he said. "I
haven’t cheated since I
little trouble with cheaters.
"Most of the professors started here. But I have a
in the Physics Department friend out in the dorms and
would probably not be he says a lot of cheating
bothered with the problem goes on out there.
"If I were to do it, I
because they give their
students cheat sheets to would have to have a good
begin with," he said, "and reason."
A 20-year-old jourmost of the professors tell
the kids to bring any kind of nalism junior believes
cards with them to the tests "Grading is the main
reason students cheat."
- up to a certain amount.
"There’s no reason to
"The nature of the type
of thing the students have cheat on a test except for
to do in physics is such that the grade," she said. "If
cheating is of very little you’re on a scholarship,
value anyhow: if he can’t and if you don’t have a lot
of time to put into classes
do it, he can’t do it."
though that don’t mean anything to
Even
professors such as Posey you, you might as well
try to discourage students cheat. You’ve got to get the
from cheating, some good grade.
"I’ve cheated on about
students claim cheating is
two classes since I’ve been
easier than studying.
One of these students is here. For the most part, I
a 22 -year -old business want to learn. But if it’s a
administration junior who class that I really don’t
said she has cheated four care about, and I just need
or five times while she’s to get a good grade out of it,
why not cheat?
been at SJSU.
"I can’t say it’s an
"Usually,
it
was
because of not having my honest thing to do or that
homework done," she said. it’s a thing I would tell my
"I just wrote down the children to do, but it’s the
answers to the tests and hid most practical thing to do
because anyone else in
them and took them in.
"It’s easier
than there who feels the same
studying," she said. "Hell, way you do is going to
I don’t even mind when cheat also," she said.
Though most students
other students copy my
answers - it’s kind of interviewed claimed they
had been involved only in
flattering."
cheating
But for those cheaters "minor
don’t
share schemes," one mechanical
who
Christensen’s fear of being engineering senior said he
caught, and who enjoy knows of "at least one"
being flattered, the elaborate way of cheating.
"I know some guys
possibility of expulsion
may lie ahead if they who got into a professor’s
office and tore it up looking
continue to cheat.
DuShane, for tests," he said. "They
Don
assistant dean of Student were going to take pictures
Services, said "It’s up to of them. They even took
the professor. A student along a tripod.
"Most of the guys I
be placed on
could
probation, suspended, or know really aren’t into it
expelled. The professor heavily, though. But if they
certainly has the right to get the chance, hell, why
give that student an ’F’ on not? I don’t think that
that test; an ’F’ in the people who cheat are

CALIFORNIA
GRAND PRIX LTD.
HELP WANTED!
TRACK CONTROLLERS
CASHIERS
PIT ATTENDANTS
Exciting part time and fulltime work.
Why vegetate in a dept. store tortastfood outlet when you can crew on a
mini -formula race track??
Call John Murphy
292-8600, Or 295-6793 for details.

cheating
necessarily
themselves; in fact I think
that’s a lot of crap.
Besides, think of how much
you can learn from
cheating."
Sociology Professor
Harold Hodges said he has
had no trouble with
cheating for the last four or
five years.
"I give open -book
exams now," he said, "and
take-home examinations.

Also, I keep copies on file
for other students to look
at, which also indirectly
serves as an incentive not
to copy directly from a
previous exam."
Harry More, administration of justice
professor, said there hasn’t
"been any cheating
recently in the re:. of the
department. I’m sure it’s
there, but it is a question of
finding it."

S.F. Civic Auditorium 8 30 Curtain
Music Arrangements
A GALACTARAMA combining.
from John Williams
Symphony, Light, Dance, Close Encounters;
Mime, Pyrotechnics and..
Ralph Vaughn
Special Effects in the Williams The
tradition of Fantasia.
Lark Ascending;
Featuring San Jose .
*Claude De Bussy
Symphony, Soleil
.LaMer, Aaron
I aser Fantasy, and
’ Copeland Fanfare
Astro Pyrotechnics
Special
’
for the
Guests:

PERRIS VALLEY CAMPER
SHELL for small pickup 5300w
best offer. 267 2697

announcements

THE SJSU Gay Student Union is an
alternative social group Open to
all gay men and women. GSU
provides a place to come out to a
supportive atmosphere, and
friendly
people.
Liberate
yourself -be all you can be
come to SGSU each Thursday at
8 p m. in the Almaden Room of
the Student Union. Upcoming
events include: 4/6 disco dance;
4/13, speaker meeting, 4/70 BB,
0; 4127, creativity night (in
Guadalupe Room)
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Enroll
nowt Information available at
the A.S Office or phone 371 6811.
PSI, Graduate School of
Professional Psychology. Applications are currently being
accepted for our Ph .D. program
in
Clinical Counseling
Psychology. Existential home
nistic emphasis. State approved
for professional license. Write
for free brochure: current
catalogue $l. Dr. George
Muench. director. Dr. Peter
Koestenbauns, dean. PSI. 580
College Avenue, Palo Alto, CA
94306.
PAST LIFE REGRESSIONS
A guide meditative process
which allows you to experience
YoUr Own past lives. You become
aware Of the patterns that
govern your current life no
pression and yeu Obtain a
understanding of the
cl
continuity of life and the in
This
dividual soul purpose
experience allows you to open a
better channel between the
subconscious and conscious
levels of the personality
Sessions are conducted by
Milton Waldman and Deanna
Magnusson at the Family of
Man Center in San Jose Cost is
S30 or by donation Call 293 8715
or 358 3312 for appointment.
PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS
for men and women. Wear
cotters that enhance your colors.
I give you a palette of about 70
colors out of a set of SOO possible
Fabric, makeup, metal and
style counseling included. $35
complete
By appointment.
Inquire. 247 2504 wknds.. and 5.7
eves. You’ll never have to make
a clothes mistake again.
OFFICES. Confer. rm. nr. SJSU.
A/C and util. incl. S65 and UP,
cOnSid your needs. 793-3131 or
378 4210.
The SKI CLUB is holding its 7th
meeting. Thurs. April 13, at 7,30
pm
in
Engineering
132.
Nominations for next year’s
officers will be held AND
sionups for the weekend trip to
Tahoe will be taken. The CLUB
is going to ski April 15th and lath
at 7 Tahoe resorts. $20 Members
and $30 non members. Price
includes bus transportation and
lodging. ALSO the SKI CLUB Is
going to HAWAII right after
finals and details of this fan
fastic vacation offer will be
discussed at this meeting.
Hawaii price Is 1269 for 7 nights
in Waikiki. More Into see
someone at the SKI CLUB table
outside the Student Union. GO
FOR IT!

SKYDIVE Complete first jump
summer programs
course
,tarting immediately 732 3968.
0.

automotive

CHEV. 4W0 Stepside. PS, DB, AT,
Chey mud and tnows. 16,600.
Call 279 8400.45p.m.
71 VW RABBIT in enc. cond. 2 dr .
manual trans., sun roof,
AM/FM radio, steel radial tires,
etc. Call 7754414,alk for Mark.
1974 DATSUN B,210. Alf Cond.,
Manual trans.. new clutch. 277.
$164 or 3291333
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Directed by
Daniel Flannery
,it the Original Hollywrsod
Nowt STAR WARS Concert
Maim Credd C.ards 415/ U-Chatga
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Hastings Community
Low Center
A Fast Lane Production
Advance ’rockets. IR 016
Done 010000

ALL MAJOR nc.KET OUTLETS

"Most of the students I
teach are upper-division
students who are into
science," he said, "and
they’re
very
career oriented. I think they’re
interested in learning. And
I’d think there would be a
lot of peer pressure on

them if they did cheat.
"I’ve had very little
experience with that since
I’ve been teaching exclusively’ upper-division
classes. But I certainly did
in
the
lower -division
classes."

regurgitate
factual
knowledge, and when you
haven’t
studied
it
thoroughly enough, you
may be tempted to look on
somebody else’s paper or
bring in notes that you
conceal."

"It’s easier to cheat in
a certain kind of course
than it is in another," saiu
English Professor Elsie
Leach. "When you have to

Leach said she tries to
"protect students from the
temptation to cheat" by
carefully structuring their
assignments.

AME1
OINIE
166 Se It’ 51 istt

800

LAST NIGHT
FILM AND POLITICS

HARLAN
COUNTY U.S.A.
/ IS
BOUND FOR GLORY
9 1 5

classifieds

FOR MEN ONLY
ONE DAY
WORKSHOP "Refining and
Redefining Your Strengths as a
Man." Focusing on choices
iveness,
between
aggressiveness, and unin
volvernent Sat April 15M. 9:30
5:30. Students $15.00 (pre
registered) Call 287 4322 to
register.

SYMPHONIC SPACE EXCURSION
Apri119th & 20th
2 Shows Only!

Biological Sciences
Professor Ralph Ballard
claims there is no cheating
in the classes he teaches.

Tor sale

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN own!
Plush 2 bdrrn
1 ba condo
located only 15 min from school
in Blossom Valley $30,990 Cell
ni 9492
74 HONDA 5304 5,000 miles New
Forks, Battery, Recent Tune up
S975.00. 297 1706 evenings.
Touring Bars. Back rest, excel.
shape.

DEAR STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF: Your insurance
man on the campus can take
care of all your insurance
needs: AUTO. HOME, FIRE,
HEALTH. If you are not already
with State Farm, call for an
appointment at my oft ice or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,
your homeor my office. Let’s get
together and give you better
coverage for less money. CALL:
MOR Y STAR, 253 3277 or 446
3649
CAB OVER Perris Vly. Camper for
sm trucks/conversion for Ig.
trucks. Many extra’s, $600. Call
289-9590 aft, apm.
. . _
’70 HONDA 175. CB 175, exc. coed .
2/helmet. $350. Russ, 2944491
’75 Kawasaki 175. Street or dirt. 2300
miles. Perfect condition. 0500
226 7371.
’66 GALAX1E 500. 5300 Call 7360932
or 2742946.
FOR SALE: ’67 Toyota Corna. ’72
engine. Needs transmission
work. Call Helen at 277,3491.
KODAK FILM, paper, chemicals,
projectors and equipment. All
COST plus 10 percent!! Sample
prices.
PROCESSING:
Kodachrome and Ectachrome,
13536, 5340. 135 20, 52.08. VPS.
K 11/400
w/slides
and
replacement roll, SI. K25 and 64.
135-36 film, 52.96. VPS 13436,
S1.53, 13540, S1.09, 100 ft.. S9.57,
PAPER: Polycontrast SW, 100
8010.s. 114.95: RC 100 8010,
519.70) Ecklacolor 74 RC 100
8x TO, $26.96. These are but a few
011k, many items we carry. Call
us at 249 2456
Creative
Photography. 1900 Lafayette,
Santa Clara, CA 95050 We also
do weddings and portraits at
reasonable rates. Call NOW!

help wanted
_
.
WE NEED TEACHERS to teach
English conversation at
California Language Institute in
Japan, Send resume and photo.
The
requirements
are:
American college graduate with
good personality and can stay a
minimum of 2 years. About 25
hrs. per week/S1.000 Per month
minimum. California Language
Institute, contact Mr. Ichiro
Nohara/Yamana Bldg. SF, 1-1 1
Uornachi, K okurakita-Ku/K it
akyushu, Fukuoka, JAPAN 907
. .
. _
.
College students needing over MOD
per week for part time work
Flexible hours, must be neat,
have car and phone. Call Fuller
Brush Co 243 1121 for interview
appointment.
FLEXIBLE HOURS, GOOD PAY
Need nurses’ aidesdord. 14 50
/hr. LVN’s S5.62/hr. and RN’s.
S7/hr
Some experience
required. Call for appt. New
Horizons Nurses Registry, 2775
Park Ave. S.C. c. 21171749.
ATTN: 0.T., Psych.. Rec. Therapy,
Social Welfare and Counseling
majors. Friends and Neighbors
is part of S.C.A.L.E.. a student
volun tfeer program on campus.
Participating In the Friends and
Neighbors progM involves
working with residents of the
board and care homes located
near the SJSU campus This is a
great
Opportunity
for
a
rewarding work experience
Three units of credit are
available. Call Julie, 277 2187
Girl’s Summer Camp Counselors
SHADY LAWN FARM 6255
River Rd. Oakdale, Ca 95361
12091 8171942 II wks 0800 PIUS
rm./bd. All specialists 20 yrs or
older Non smokers: Engl or
west
riding,
horseback
vaulting, swimming(ARC WS’
CPR Senior Libel, water skiing
news, kitchen, and housework.
chapel, second class dr license.
Crafts, lapidary, oraganic
gardens.
SALES OPPORTUNITY
Couple
Wanted for weekend, retail
sales Must work well with
people. Salary and Bonus 289
11451
0100
WEEKLY
MAILING
Circulars11 Materials Supplied,
Immediate Income Guerin
lend! Rush Stamped Addressed
Envelope Horneworker 2909 2
NR Pinetree, Hernando MS
38632
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English
conversation No experience,
degree or Japanese required
Send long. stamped, sell
addressed envelope for details
Japan 190,
411 W Center
Centralia. WA 98531

Nurses Aides, part time, full time
MR children Call 752 01124

AMUSEMEN1 PARK FUN’
Ride Operators, Food Service,
Sales Weekends Easter Week,
Full lime summer starting May
27th Apply in Person F RON
TIER VILLAGE AMUSEMENT
PARK IE 0 E
S100

plus WEEKLY MAILING
Materials
CIRCULARS!!
Supplied, Immediate Income
Guaranteed!
Rush Stamped
Addressed
Envelope,
Homeworker,
2909-2NR
Pinetree, Hernando, MS 33632

COUNT FOR CASH
BE AN INVENTORY TAKER
We have several permanent,
Part time positions available for
people looking for year round
extra income Work on the
average of 1S20 hrs per week
All you need isa good working
knowledge of simple math and
be available or work either
early mornings and weekends;
or evenings and weekends.
Come in and apply Mon. Inn)
Fr 8.30arn 104:30pm. We train
WASHINGTON
IN
you
VENTORY SERVICE INC. 2398
Walsh Ave., Santa Clara. 241
2563.
Mature student to assist in teaching
remedial reading approx. 15 20
hrs per week Must be ava;lable
Mon. thru Fri. between 7 0.
and 7 p.m. Must be excellent
reader. Will train. $2.63mr. Call
Mrs. Spencer 257 1909
SUMMER POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
KENNOLYNCAMPS
SANTA CRUZ MTS.
University credit. Need coun
selors and specialists in Tennis,
riding, golf, skin diving. soccer.
sailing. compettttve and in
&ruction& swimming, gym
nastics and other camp related
skills
Also. R.N., security
guard secretary, cooks, kitchen
help. Applications and in
formationn available at the
Placement Off ice on this
campus.
VOLUNTEERS, over 21 years old.
needed for the Suicide and Crisis
Service. a 24 hr. telephone
hotline. Training provided All
majors. One year commitment
at 4 hours a week. Business
number. 3796230
ARTIST CARICATURE. Min age
16 Min wage plus 10 percent.
Apply In person, bring sample of
caricature
wiapplic alien
Frontier Village. E .0.E
time
LIVE IN
Part
babysitter/helper. above S
Country Club, in exCh, for em
wiprivate bath and eel. Quiet
area Baby 4 mos. old. 936.3995.

person a I s
removed
HAIR
UNWANTED
permanently. 735 E Santa Clara
Street. rm. 811 294 4499 Nan
?elle.
LOOKING FOR MARRIAGE with
female, ape is no problem I
have a very minor voice detect
If interested, call. Brian 01 298
2308

UNWANTED
HAIR
removed
permanently. 235 E. Santa Clara
Street Rrn 811 294 4499 Nan
telle

JOBS ON SHIPS! American
Foreign.
No experience
required.
Excellent
pay
Worldwide travel Summer iob
or career. Send 5308 for in
formation SEAFAX. DNA 89.
First and Laurel. Port Angeles,
WA 98367

services

Rent a cabin at TAHOE 1 bdrrns at
It of Heavenly, near clubs 5150
wk. S50 wknd. 267 2697
The SJSU Gay Student Union is an
alternative social grout) OW to
all gay men and women. GSU
provides a place to come out tea
supportive atrnOsPhere. and
f r lendly
people.
Liberate
yourself be all you can be
come to GSU, each Thursday at
flpm in the Almaden Rix:taint the
Upcoming
Union
Student
events include 2,16 rap group,
3/3
2/23 creativity night.
speaker meeting; 3/9 potluck;
3/16 rap group; 3/23 disco
dance; 3/30 speaker meeting.

TERRI 0: Do you knovy what it is to
live with unshared romantic
feelings? I do. (Yes, this is a
ProPosali

SJSU I bdrm 11/2 bath apt Nice. No
pets, $190 mo. and 1150 deposit.
139 So ith St. Call 293 5070
FULL SECURITY BUILDING
Extremely large two bedroom
and two bath; w/w carpeting,
AEK.
BBO,
courtyard,
recroom, pool table, parking.
two blocks from campus $271
Utilities paid. Chuck 9984149
leave message Now and sum
Ter

SAN JOSE Residence Club Coed for
serious students. Linen and
maid service, kitchen facilities
Courtyard with waterfall, grand
piano, Irak.. ping pone table.
pool table. lots of brick and
glass Everything turn. 127/wk.
202 S Ilth St. Call off ice. 279
9504

TWO ROOMMATES needed to share
4 bdrm. house Female pref
Non smoker $115 plus util
Phone Ted, 2813371
LARGE I bdrm. unturn. 2 blocks to
SJSU 147N 6th $175 225 9367
LARGE PVT. ROOM. Quiet house
Male Sr or Grad student only
Kitchen privl $7500 month 643
South Sixth St
Studio apt. w/lost. Avail April 4 for
one person. $133 and 0100 dep
Utilities paid Call 2599974 for
appointment 601 S Fifth St
PRIVATE RM , nee half block to
SJSU. near Lucky’s. bus; K P..
resp male student tam 9pre.
297 7679
LG 2 STORY house with 4 our 2
bath. 11350/rno plus deposit 777
N 5th St Call 746 4700
COTTAGE like apt. 1 bdrm
carpets. unhen, I blks to SJSU.
S1110/mo.. 0100 dep.. Avell. 4/23
’201 1705

lost and Found
A black binder/folder in
LOST
Student Union Mon April 3rd
Reward. call 2511 7780 or 259
7630

you’re a very special person
I’M glad that I met you Double

CASEY! I want the world to
know I LOVE YOU Believe in
reset Lou ya always Davey Bug
Hulk. You have the nicest butt in
town! Keep tenpin’. The Brawn
Eyed Girl
CONTACT LENS WEARERS Save
on brand name hard and soft
lens supplies. Send for tree
illustrated catalog
Contact
Lens Supplies, Box 7453.
Phoenix, Arizona II5011
PLAN AHEAD! Available for
summer months
female to
share 7 bdrm. apt with one
other Furn.. pool, I blk from
campus About S110/mo. Call 287
3301.
BLACK Lab. yrs. old Male, very
mellow, kind and considerate
Must bind new home 777 3190
da Is, 794 9648 eves.

n
AVON N ,
Representative? Call nt 1773 to
order Campus Representative
is avadable by phone after 7 00
P.
TYPING STUDENT RATES ExP
in reports, theses, resumes Will
Edit. 578 1216 or 727 952$
SILK SCREENER Production Sign
Company seeks dependable full
or part time person Will Train
Arrow Graphics 287 6302
15/W PORTFOLIOS tor Modeling or
mori
Why pay
Theater
somewhere else? Contact Tony
2140391

LOVE is what you need! New dating
syst Free info Write DAWN,
P0 Box 6521, S.J CA 95150
TYPING on IBM Selectric Fast
and accurate 60 cents a page
Call Jim 292 4120 1447 Sierra
Rd. S J.

FARMERS INSURANCE Group. If
you are a good student with a
good driving record, you May
qualify for a25 percent discount
on your auto insurance. We also
have competitive rates for
homeowners, renters, and life
insurance
Appointments at
time and place convenient to
you. Call Bruce Lott at 241 4750

UNWANTED
HAIR
removed
forever 335 5 BayWOod Ave
317 7406
LOOKING for a
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER? Images by
John are expressions of love,
soft, elegant, and understood by
everyone For the finest wed
ding photography, call John
Paulson 11 209 7937

TYPING term papers 75 cents a
page and
up.
Resumes
$2.50/page
IBM Correcting
Selectrics. All svOrk guaranteed
Please call after 4 prn KITTY
CARTER
NORTH VALLEY
SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 263
4525,

TUTORING: A< ctg., Basic or
HAVE A question concerning Real
Fortran, Individual Or group
Estate? Want to own property?
rates. Collin, 147 2916
Tired
01
management
HASSLES?, your problems are
TYPE term papers, theses.
over if you call 2137 3953 2 &trot
reports, menu scripts. resumes
duplex for rent after March ist
IBM Selectic Join. 369 0213
Call Pat at Homes And Things
twiner* thing. 1973 350 .Honde ,C1111141kellk0AI05S WEARERS. Save
for sale.
,
on wand name hard and sof I
lens supplies Send for free
WANTED 135mm and 770rnin. 4x5
illustrated catalog. Contact
Ions or Speed Grill:WPC lens
Lens Supplies, Box 7453,
Good light meter wanted 264
Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
2732
CAROLYN’S TYPING SERVICE
LOVE is what you need! New dating
For all your typing needs
syst. Free into, Write DAWN.
Student discounts 926 0920
P.O. Box 6521, S.J. CA95150
TYPING FAST and RELIABLE Let
MIKE L. Thank you . for twin’ a
me make your deadlines!
friend Liz and Anne
Professional typist. Much ex
perience with term papers.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP San
Theses, resumes. etc Use the
Jose First Church of the
latest
IBM
automatic
Nazarene has a group ol single
typewriters; first drafts can be
young adults. Sunday
9.15
revised quickly and cheaply
Class/Ilam and 6pns Worship
Spelling the grammatical errors
Other activities. Call 251 7374 for
corrected, if necessary Call
information.
Heather 267 8593

K C

housing

JOBS ON SHIPS! American
Foreign.
No experience
required.
Excellent
pay
Worldwide travel Summer job
Or career.Send 03.00 for in
formation. SEAFAX. dept 80,
First and Laurel, Port Angeles.
WA 98362

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Masters Reports Dissertations
Marianne Tarnberg 14081 356
4248 137 Escobar Ace, Los
Gatos, 95030
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
10 percent Student Discount on
dry cleaning For all your
laundering needs alterations.
mending, washing. ironing.
Washing/fluff dry, hung and/Or
folded 30 IS Pillows. Blankets,
Rugs, Sleeping Bags, Leathers,
Suedes, Hats. One day service
Open 05 30 Mon Saul
ACE LAUNDRY
lIth and E. William
(net t to Togo’s) 293 7228
TYPING Fast, accurate and
reasonable too Try me I’m in
West San Jose Patty 9114 1?lA
INTELLIGENT TYPING Editing.
grammar,
form,
tapes
resumes tam to 9pm Margie
Reeves 996 1265
IF YOU LIKE the latest DISCO
MUSIC Call us 328 80307 8 pin

stereo
1

AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT! 10
10 50 percent DISCOUNT on the
Biggest selection in the entire
Bay Area! Over 225 Top brands
Of Stere0, Car Radio, Tv. Audio
Components.
Profession&
Sound
Equipment.
Video
etteergeeSt --9am0Y1 TnItt,
Records and Accessories
Calculators, toot Factory sealed
w/tull warraniv Free stylus
timer or rec clean.ng kitwan
any System! All prices quoted
are complete Before you [my
anywhere else, give as a call
255 5550 M F
4 10, anytime
weekends. Ask tor KEN The
LOwest &Ices on the Widest
selection 01 the Highest F Kfelity
Now recommynding the in
credible
MPM
Custom
Speakers
AUDIO
EN
TERPRiSES HAS IT!

travel

PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
SPECIAL. $2 oil swad for 2
color or 4 B and W photos
Reggular &Kt. $750
JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY 2937000.70
Paseo de San Antonio
SJ
(between 151 and 2nd StreetS./
TRAVEL TRAVEL TRAVEL. Our
services include free World
wide charter flight tor atIng
service for Amsterdam. London,
Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Paris,
Rome,
Madrid.
Shannon.
Zurich, Milan, Hong Kiang,
Philippines, Hawaii and New
York Other scrvici-s. Durail.
Britrail, Can Rentals. Books and
Maps. Luggage and Travel
Packs, Student Servtc es. Int’l
student I 13
cards, shident
flights. Student Travel Table
located on Inc main floor col
Student Union Hours II? Pm
Toes Wed Thurs or visit our
Office Trip and Travel Planning
Co 444 E WilInam St. (At S. 10th
St I San Jose. CA 95112 14081 292
1613 Hours Mon 95 pm. Toes
Mru Fri 96 pm, Plus Sal 103

JULIE D I’ve got some real sources
for you Clifford Irving
TO THE OW Thanks for giving me
a reason to stick around You’re
the greatest
T HE WON
DERER
The Bay Area is going to lose the
Oakland A’s unless people
support them If you care, then
please go to their games
Thanks.
PAULA LOUISE E You are stuck
with me forever! My love
PS
always. Jelly
Happy
Anniversary.

Las
BIENVENIDA QUICHE L
estrellas siquen expresando Una
admiracion plea ti son lirnite
HAVE A QUESTION concerning
Real Estate? Want to own
property? Tired of management
HASSLES? Your problems are
aver If you call 287952. 2 bdrm
duplex for after March 1st Call
Pat at Homes And Things. One
more thing. 1973 350 Honda for
sale

LOOKING FOR MARRIAGE with
female. age is my Prig/tem. I
have a very minor voice defect
If Interested call Brien at 298
2308

SPEND THOSE
EXTRA DOLLAR!:,
on Personals in
The Spartan Daily
Classifieds
2 lines 1 day 75C
2 lines 2 days $1.00

JC 2OR
Between 9 am - 3 pm
ton -commercial ads only
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Reception will honor
local woman astronaut

Women’s studies prof
wins national award
Carol Christ, assistant professor of
women’s studies, has been awarded the
National Endowment for the Humanities
summer stipend in a nationwide competition.
The stipend grants Christ $2,500 a
month for two months to work full-time
this summer on completing her book,
"Women’s Spiritual Quest," which is the
study of the spiritual experience and vision
in the work of modern women authors,
including Doris Lessing, Margaret Atwood, Adrienne Rich, Denise Levertov and
Kate Chopin.
Three faculty members from SJSU
were nominated for the award and then
one was chosen to receive the grant which
comes out of Washington, D.C., and is
funded through Congress.
Christ has been working on her book
for several years. It developed out of a

The last part of the seminar will
consist of three workshops conducted
simultaneously, including one on careers
in science for women led by Dr. Jear.
Fetter, assistant to the president of
The seminar, titled "Reaching for the Stanford University.
Moon," will be held from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
There will also be a workshop dealing
in the Engineering Building, room 132.
with the joys of working in the field of
Speaker Rosemary Brogan, a lecturer science, led by Ellen Weaver, biology
instructor at SJSU.
at Cabrillo College in Aptos, will show
slides and speak on women in science.

A reception honoring astronaut Sally
Ride will be held at 4:30 p.m. Friday in the
SJSU Women’s Center following a seminar
on women and science.

course she teaches on the spiritual quest of
women.
Her initial interest in the subject grew
when she became aware that most
theological studies are done by men and
come from men’s experiences.
"I was looking for sources to study
women’s religious experiences and! found
that modern women writers address spirit
themes even when they’re not explicitly
conscious of doing so," Christ said.
"The themes I’m especially interested
in studying are nature mysticism, social
mysticism and sex mysticism and what I
found is that women often experience
transcendence in nature which is close to
them in society and conventional
religion," she added.
Christ wants to see her book used by
people for classes in women’s studies,
religion and modern literature.

A panel discussion made up of SJSU
faculty and students teaching and studying
in sciences will follow Brogan’s presentation. The pros and cons of the field of
science, how the women were introduced
to it and the obstacles they have come up
against as women will be discussed.

Teaching courses on women in science
will be the topic for the third workshop to
be led by Ellen Switkes from the
University of California at Santa Cruz.
All events are open to anyone.
Refreshments will be served at the
reception for Ride.

Carol Christ

Bilingual instruction offered in teacher preparation program
Instruction in English and
Spanish will be offered in the School
of Education’s new undergraduate
teacher
bilingual -bicultural
preparation program.
Students with bilingual skills
who are interested in the program
are encouraged to attend an

orientation meeting Thursday,
Friday and April 18 from 3:30 to 5
p.m., or April 15 from 9:30 to 11 a.m.
All meetings will be in the
Education Building, room 100.
Students interested in the program
must be entering their senior year.
According to Richard Pacheco,

bilingual education instructor, the
new block of classes leading to a
multi -subject teaching credential
fills a need for bilingual educators
created by the new California law
requiring that instruction be
provided for non-English speaking
students in their own language.

The two-semester program will
prepare students to teach in both a
regular classroom situation as well
as Spanish -English bilingual
elementary classrooms.
Students applying to the
program will be screened for
Spanish competency and will be

required to take an entrance exam
in Spanish, according to Pacheco.
The courses will be offered the
same way the standard multicredential programs are offered.
Only a portion of the instruction will
be in Spanish, Pacheco said.
"We’re looking for prospective

teachers who are fairly proficient in
Spanish," Pacheco said.
Students who complete the fiveyear program will be in high
demand in areas that have a large
Spanish speaking population,
Pacheco said.

spartaguide
The Chicano Commencement Committee
will hold a meeting from 5
to 7 p.m. tomorrow in the
S.U. Pacheco Room.

The Chicao Business
Students Association will
hold a meeting at 3:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Pacheco Room.

The Student Dietetics
Association will present
guet speaker Jane Albert,
who
will
discuss
"Dieticians in Business" at
51130 a.m. today in the
Home Economics Building,
room 100.
Psi Chi, the honorary
psychology club, will
present guet speaker Dr.
Bud Anderson, who will
speak on "Educational
Psychology and Child
Development" at 12:30
p.m. today in Dudley
Moorhead Hall, room 337.

Have a delicious
steak sandwich
today at

’

20% OFF
SONIA’S
KITCHEN
Sill and! .541111am
2,75 ANIS

Pi Sigma Alpha, the
political science honor
society, will hold a meeting
at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow at F.
Bandersnatch and Co., 484
San Carlos St.
Two mini -courses
offered today in the
Educationn Building, room
230, are "Listening Effectively" at noon and
"Vocabulary
Development" at 5:30 p.m.
The Dance Department will present the
Dancers Company of
Brigham Young University
tonight at 8 in the Physical
Education and Recreation
Building, room 262. Admission is $1.50 for students
and $3 general.
The A.S. Electionn
Board will hold a meeting
at 5 p.m. tomorrow in the
A.S. Council Chambers on
the third level of the
Student
Union. The
meeting is for all candidates with quetions and
anybody interested in
information on the elections

Alpha Kappa Alpha
The
San
Jose sorority will soinsor a
Linguistics Association will presentation by San Jose
present two guest speakers police on "Patterns for
at 5:30 p.m. today in the Protection" at 8 p.m.
S.U. Diablo Room. tomorrow in the S.U.
Scheduled are Dr. Manjari Pacheco Room.
Ohala on "Current Issues
in Phonology," and Dr.
The Home Economics
John J. Ohala on "The Club will meet at 11:30 a.m.
Philosophy of Distinctive today in the Home
Features. Economics Building, room
115. For further information cal Kathleen
Sigma Delta Chi, the Kummerow at 292-5471.
society of professional
journalists, will hold its
Deadline Diner 6 p.m.
The Business Equal
tomorrow at Zorba’s
Opportunity Program will
Restaurant, 1350 Bascom
hold Career Exploration
Ave., San Jose. The guet
Days from 9:30 a.m. until 4
speaker will be Ben
p.m. today and tomorrow
Bagdikian, former omin the S.U. Ballroom. For
budsman and assistant
further information call
managing editor with the
Gibson at 277-3201.
Washington Post. Tickets Denise
are available in the lobby
of the Journalism Building
or the Spartan Daily office.
Semana Chicana will
hold a meeting at 4:30 p.m.
tomorrow in MacQuarrie
The Anthropology Club Hall, room 426.
will present Dr. Gerald
Berreman of the Univesity
of California at Berkeley
The Pre-Dental Club
speaking on polyandry at
4:30 p.m. today in the will hold a field trip to the
Anthropology Department Univesity of Pacific Dental
Basement, 340 S. Fourth St. School leaving at 12:30
For more information call p.m. Friday inn front of
Duncan Hal. For further
Mike Woods at 354-1973.
information cal I,ee Wright
.
at 247-8305.

SOPHOMORES!
IS THERE
LIFE AFTER COLLEGE?
You’re aiming for a college
degree And with that in hand
you’ll be looking for a lob
offer You may find it won’t
be automatic For that reason
it’s important for you, as a
sophomore, to make the
most of your last two years
in college Whatever your
career choice, you’ll want to
become competitive and
marketable It won’t be easy
but you’ll find yourself better
prepared if you look ahead
Now

Arm yourself with the "Life
After College" packet on the
lob outlook, the lob search,
career statistics. Learn what
increases your careerpotential Sophomore, you
can do something about
your life after college
Stop by the Army ROTC
Department for this informative packet
14 April 9:(X) A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
ROTC Field Drill Field
7th & San Carlos

ARMY ROTC. THE TWO-YEAR MUM

THAT’S YOUR DECISION.
NOR

Epidemiology
The
class will hold "hyperhigh blood
tension
pressure I Screening from 9
a.m. until noon tomorrow
in front of the S.U.
cafeteria.
The Gay Student Union
will hold a meeting
featuring guest speakers
Jason Luff and Florence
Silverman from County
Mental Health at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Almaden Room.

The Career Planning
and Placement Center will
present "Paraprofessional
Careers in Medical, Dental
and Legal Fields" from 10
a.m. until 2 p.m. today in
the S.U. Almaden Room.
Professionals in the field of
physician’s assistant will
be speaing at 10 a.m.;
nurse practitioners at 11
a.m.; legal assistant at
noon and dental assistants
at 1 p.m.

The Career Planning
and Placement Center will
interview
hold
an
preparationn mini-class at
2 p.m. today in Business
Classrooms, room 207.

The Chicano Pre-Law
Association will hold a
meeting at 3 p.m. today in
the Mexican -American
Graduate Studies Building
conference room.

The Standard Insurance Co.
will be conducting
JOB INTERVIEWS
for sales positions
April 13, 1978 on campus
Please call (408)288-7400
for app(.
ask for Mel Honda

She laughs, she cries, she feels angry,
she feels lonely, she feels guilty,
she makes breakfast, she makes love,
she makes do, she is strong, she is weak,
she is brave, she is scared, she is...

an
un anied
woman
20th Century-Fox Presents

PAUL MAZURSKY’S

AN UNMARRIED WOMAN
JILL CILAYBURdrii ALAN BATES
co-starting

MICHAEL MURPHY
Produced by PAUL MALURSKY and TONY RAY
Musk BILL (011111

R
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GORMAN
Written and Directed by PAUL MAZURSKY

Now in Paperback from Avon
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